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~ BRIDGET RYDER 
Staff Writer 
North St. Louis evokes a variety of imageS', from 
the malts and shakes of the ever-popular Crown 
Candy to the terror of abandoned buildings and 
gangs foaming the streets. 
It was on(~ a hub of busin.ess and employment 
inhabited by a culturally diverse community. 
The areas cqrnprising the neighborhoods just 
north of downtown St. LOUIS f~Jt some of the 
worst effects of the Uwhite flight" that decimated 
the eity-of St. louis after World War II. 
Having lost much of its housing stock and em-
ployment base, the ' ar-ea was officially declared 
of one developer have been the subject of much 
city-wide discussion. 
Paul McKee has bought some 900 properties in 
north st. Louis since 1999. Earlier th is year, McKee 
revealed his intentions for not just his consider-
able amount of property, but over 1,000 acres of 
North St. Louis. 
He calls it the "North Side Regeneration Proj-
ect," a comprehensive redevelopment plan that 
includes new housing, parks, sewers, a power grid, 
and four "job centers" or large business complex-
es desjgned to attract large corporations to North 
St. Louis. 
blighted decades ago. However, the recent efforts . _ _ .... '" " ___ ---,, See DEVELOPER, page 5 
Confused 'Fourth Kind' tries to be innovative, 
-but ultimately fails miserably See A&E, page ,; 
Drowning in debt. · 
The average college debt for a bachelor's degree is roughly $12,000, . 
according to the coJlege Board. Read how studen~ (an avoid these 
-debts. See News, page 3 
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Brian ~ogarty, Professor of Political Science lead the debate over conservative democrats in converse in last Wednesday's News At 
Noon. He spoke of the "DINGs" (Democrats in name only) and BRINGs" (Republicans in name only). 
'News at Noon' debates democratic strategies 
~ CHRIS STEWART 
Asst. D~sign Editor 
Political science professor Brian Fog-
~rty must have a taste for danger. Two 
weeks ago the "News at Noon" event 
hosted by professor of economics Su-
san Feig~baum proved that the debate 
over America's partisanship as reveale4 
through ere current proposed Health 
Care reform bill is as combustible as 
ever. That particular "News at Noon" 
event quickly cOndensed from a polite 
open forum to a breakneck paced ·one-
on-one between Feigenbawn and Dr. 
Joyce Mushaben, a political science pro-
fessor who sat mon the event. 
The fact that the two powerhouses 
of knowledge dominated the debate 
did · not seem to 'bother the rest of the 
participants; 'm~st seemed riveted. The 
following week saw the highest number 
of participants yet this semester, causing 
the event to move to a larger room. On 
Wednesday, the final "News at Noon" of 
the semester saw Professor Fogarty ~ar-
-
MON. 73 . ruE5.60 
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ing to rerum to topics of partisanship 
3.I;ld even brushing on the health care 
debate. 
'"The Rise in DINOs (Democrats in 
Name Only): Conservative Democrats 
in Congress" was centered on a New 
York Times article (the corporation 
sponsors the weekly events, providing 
food . and guest speakers amQng other 
things) thi! dis~ussed the difficulties 
faced by the White House at the hands 
of conservative congressional democrats 
who have jQined. the voice of opposition 
to the health care bill. 
"You would think that with the ma-
jority they have, the Democrats would 
be able to send through any bill they 
like" Fogarty said. Fogarty went on to 
explain how the party's desperate tac-
tics in the . last el~cti6n cycle had them 
. seeking out moderate candidates as they 
strove to take power back from the Bush 
era congress w?ich was Republican. 
These tactics got the Democrats in, 
but are now coming backtO . h~unt them 
as they deal with a pa.rry with a much 
WEATHER 
wider range in terms of policy leanings 
among its members . 
After his opening remarks, Fogarty 
opened the floor for discussion, prompt-
ing this with questions. . 
"What is a Democrat? What do you 
think of when you hear that word?" 
came the first diSCUSSIon-starter, . a hint 
at the kinds of fundamental topics beirtg 
broached. _ Fog~ty was clearly thinklng 
big. 
The MillenniUJIl . Student Cenre.r's 
meeting room was the location once 
again for the event, which saw its usual 
participants-two or three . representa-
tives each from Student Life and The 
Current, and a handful of students, 
;Uumni and faculty members. There was 
a balance of participation as different at-
tendees gave their thoughts on the suc-
cess (or lack thereof) of the Democrats' 
strategy, and how it compared to the 
Republican Party's recent move in the 
opposite direction: trimming the fat arid ' 
running out moderate members in favor 
. of core conservatives: 
How to ~.eal (oUegedebts 
~ BRIDGET RYDER 
. . Staff Writer 
College and scholarships 
are two words uSually uttered 
together, but with the average 
college debt for a bachelor's 
degree at roughly. $12,000 
accofding to the College 
Board, most students do not 
have enough scholarsh~ps to 
. cover the cost of attending 
college. 
Joe McPeak, seni~;, busi-
n~s· adminis.rratiop, said 
he expects to graduate with 
ab'our $25,000· in school 
loans . . 
He originally started ' at 
die University of Missouri-
St. Lows six years ago in 
the Honors College with a 
$2,500 per semester scholar-' 
ship. After two years at the 
Honors . College, McPeak 
took a year off school. 
When returned to UM-
St. Louis he did nor apply 
for scholarships because 
his grade point average had 
slipped below a 3.2, so he 
figured he would nor qualify. 
Currently, his financial aid 
consists of a $1,500 grant 
and student lqans. 
"I didn't know how to 
go about it. I have a friend 
who pays for college; he goes 
around ~d gets all these 
scholarships. I am the first 
person in my family to go 
to college, so I didn't really 
have a lot of guidance in that 
area," McPeak: said. 
He plans to payoff his 
student loans over the sum-
mer by his work for College 
Works Painting, an intern-
ship organiZation. Anthony 
CORRECTIONS 
Ge~rges, director of Student 
Financial Aid ' saifl that. it is 
important for families t9 . 
understand the financial aid 
process. 
"No one Can guarantee _ 
you that you will get a schol-
arship. But. if I did all that, I 
would know when I put my 
head on my pillow at night 
that I had done all I could." 
Georges said . . 
However, due to the rela-
tively lower tuition at public 
colleges compared with pri-
vate colleges, attending a pub-. 
lie university even without 
a scholarship can sometimes 
still be a feasible option. Ac-
cording to the College Board, 
the average annual cost of a 
private four year coftege is 
just over $26,000 and $7,000 
for a public college. 
Despite me higher cost of 
private colleges, Kelly Small, . 
freshman, business, said that 
because she received scholar-
ships from private colleges 
but did not receive a scholar-
ship from UM-St. Louis, the. 
cost of attendance was about 
the same. 
"When oth~r schools 
gave scholarships, it brought 
the tuition. down to that of 
UMSL" Small said. 
Missouri state public col-
leges and universities have 
also entered into an agree-
ment with the Missouri De-
partment ,of Higher Educa-
tion not to raise tuition as 
long as state funding is fro-
HOW TO FIND 
FINANCIAL AID 
'1. FiU out the FA~SA by 
Aprfl 1 in or-der to be able 
to qualify for stat~ aid . 
2. Begin looking for schol-
arships. The first place- to 
start is the scholarship 
office of the college to 
find out how to apply for 
scholaFsnips. 
3. Ask the department of 
one's major wnat scholar-
ships they offer. 
4. Use scholarship search 
Web sites such as Fast-
web.com. 
5. Check free community 
newspapers such as the 
Suburban Journals, which 
usually have advertrse-
ments for scholarships 
from private organizations 
in the spring. 
6. Ask-all the organiza-
tions you belong to if they 
have give out a scholar-
ship. 
• 
and scholarships. 
Jason Bornhop, director 
of scholarships, said that he 
receives an estimated 4000-
5000 sc.holarship applica-
tions a year which is approxi-
mately 25-30 percent of the 
annual number of applicants 
to lTh.1-St. Lou!s. 
zen. For Lhose hoping to re-
According to the UM- ceive a scholarship, "Apply 
St. Louis website, in 2008 early and often," Bornhop 
UM-St. Louis awarded · said~ 
$36,119,972 in financial aid 
The Current regrets tbat sometimes in the making of this publication, we m.ake mHtakes. What 
we do not regret is correcting our mistakes. Please let u.s !mOUl of any con'ections that need to be made. 
In the Nov. 3 issue of the CUrl'ent, in the standalone on page 1, Christopher Schaefer1s name 
was incorrectly spelled as "Christopher Shafur" and his academic level and major \vere incor-
recclydted. Schaefer is a sophomore in'international business. ,. 
Let u.s knoU! of any con-ectiorzs that need to be made. E-mail u.s at thecurrenttips@ltmsLedu or . 
drop 17;1 388 l\1SC. 
The Current. Better than that other weekly UMSL paper. 
- - -
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t!JJoo~~ by Michelle Kaufman 
Chartwells is the local food provider here at UM-St. Louis. 
What do you think of the prices at Chartwells in the Nosh? 
KenyatiaEddy 
Communications 
Senior 
"1 think they're a 
little bit expensive. 
But I think they know 
we're gonna eat the 
food arid so why not 
hike the prices up. " 
"Some stuff have 
reasonable prices, 
but they sh'ould 
definitely consider 
lowering prices on 
certain items, we are 
aU students on 
Frandna Santana a budget here." 
Social Work ' 
Sophomore 
liThe prices are not 
good. Too high for 
the quality of food. 
The food is not 
delicious." 
Guang yao Shan 
International Business 
. Junior 
"TheY. seem fair enough 
tome," 
Nathan Haley 
Biochemistry/Biotechnoiogy 
Senior 
What are your thoughts on Mark McGwir~ re!urning to baseball? 
Big mac is;back, great! 
Retired players should 
stay retired-? . 
I miss T any Larussa! 
Why do i care? 
This week: 
What do you think of the 
smoking ban 7. 
Answer at 
• WWW.thecurrentonline.com 
Stolen Auto - Kathy J. Weinman Parking Lot 'on South Campus 
Sometime between 11 :00 AM and 7:00 PM the victim$s 10999 Jeep Cherokee blue in color with 
III license plates was stolen from the parking lot There was no broken grass or items left at 
the scene. The victim indicates that she had secured the vehicle butforgot to use the club that 
she had. The vehicle was entered into the computer system as stolen, and as of this time the 
vehicle has not been reco~ered. There are no s'uspects in this incident. 
Digitizing death: Immortalized.on 
Facebook 
.. AARON HOlDMEYER 
Staff Writer 
In the past couple of years, Facebook and MySp~ce have 
taken th~ Internet and social networking to places never be-
fore thought of. From being able to access pictures from last 
night's party. or casually perusing Wall posts, these networking 
sites consume hours of our daily lives. Now they are digitizing 
another facet of life, or lack thereof: death . . 
So what happens to a user's page when they die? The of-
ficial policy of Facebook states: "When a 'userpasses away, we , 
memorialize their account to protect their privacy. Memorial-
izing an account removes certain sensitive information, sets 
privacy so that only confirmed friends can see the profile or 
locate it in search. 
The \Vall remaJns so that friends and family can leave posts 
in remembrance." MySpace takes a similar approach to Face-
book in Lhat both websites require a form to be filled out and 
a proof of death to be sent in order for either account to be 
shut down or memorialized. 
These memorials take on the same function as previous 
traditions surrounding death such as wakes and tombstones. 
Friends of the deceased can visit these pages and access pic-
tures and co~ments left by other mourners. 
Ann Steffen,Universiry of Missouri-St. Louis professor 
of psychology, said that cUrrent mourning practices, such as 
memorials, function as a support system for those who sur-
vived. "This emphasis on memorials to help survivors is more 
common now than in the past," Steffen said. "Hmvever, many 
mourning practices also served a social function for those who 
survived, including ways fo~ their support system, and larger 
sodety, to acknowledge the reality of the loss. That was the 
purpose of mourning dress and other practices that helped 
make death visible to society. As these public signs have disap-
peared, those who are actively gneving the Joss' of a loved one 
can feel that their grief is invisible to others. Thus, electronic 
mediums such as Facebook could also help with thar." 
However, as Kevin Aaron, senior, communications, point-
ed out, these digital memorials could be a source of negativity 
instead of mourning. "Being that it's over the Internet, you'd 
have to be cognizant of the consequences also," Aaron said. 
"You've got people who, on the other hand, are negative. So 
yeah, it will bring the community back and people will be 
able to pay homage and sort of distance and separate them-
selves from the \\TIole physical experience of it. Yet doing it 
virtually ... you'll find that there are some negative people." 
Aaron says that he has witnessed such negativity take place on 
memorial sites before, 
Yet Travis Hamilton, history, graduate srudent, finds the 
whole concept a bit "creepy," because it provides a cheap al-
ternative to traditional methods of grieving. 
facebook. 
ILLUSTRATION BY ZACHARY JAMES KRAFT 
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FROM PAGE 1 
Developer Paul McKee's 
vision for redeveloping· 
at odds with residents 
The same year McKee started buying properties in North 
Sr. Louis, lvfike Baldwin moved into the neighborhood. Like 
McKee, Baldwin is a developer, though one of a different na-
ture. Before moving to St. Louis, Baldwin had directed a non-
profit development project for the Archdiocese of Baltimore. 
For most of his resi,~ence in North St: Louis, he was executive 
. director of Pruitt-Igoe, a non-profit development company. 
Currently, Baldwin self-subsidizes a four family flat in the St. 
Louis Place neighborhood as low-income ho~sing md runs a 
job force training program for teens. 
Baldwin sees need in the area for the large scale develop-
ment that McKee plans, but doubts that McKee understands 
the "systemic issues'.' that afflict the north side. 
"I certainly didn't until I lived here," Baldwin said. 
Plus, one of the four job centers in McKee's proposed North 
Side Restoration project is slated to back right up to Baldwin's 
house. While on paper they are safe for now, Baldwin knows 
that plans can change and McKee may ask for their property. 
At a private meeting with McKee, Baldwin laid our for McKee 
where he stood. 
"If [you] realiy can bring jobs to neighborhood residents, 
not bring jobs that people commute to from Illinois and St. 
Charles County and West County (they have plenty of job~ 
out there that folks here can't get to. or aren't able to access tor 
other reasons), if you really are serious and you find that you 
need the rest of my block, I'll be willing to talk," Baldwin said . 
"I have to be able either to buy or build within the neighbor-
hood with the money you give me, because right now we're 
debt free." 
However, at a community meeting, McKee admitted that 
he is unable to guarantee jobs for North St. Louis residents 
since he~ as a developer, does not deal directly with the deep 
social issues, such as lack of education that affects employ-
ment. "This," McKee said, pointing · to the audience, "is the 
responsibiliry of the community." 
The city however, feels confident that McKee can do some 
good f~r me North Side. In September, the St. 'Louis Taxe In-
crement Financing Commission recommended that the Board 
. of Aldermen approve McKee's TIF request and recently, the 
Board of Aldermen granted McKee development rights. A bill 
passing TIF legislation is still pending. 
"We are community builders," l\.-1cKee said of his philoso-
phy as a developer. Now he has the chance to prove it. 
Mad about so ething 
aid? 
www.the-currentonline.com 
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Women's lab r and the fast food industry both work to have it their way· 
. • p 
Research seminar discusses fast food's effects on women's labor 
~ AARON HOLDMEYER 
Staff Writer 
What do female labor-
force participation have co do 
wim fast food? On Friday, Ar-
iel Belasen, assistant professor 
of Economics and Finance at 
SIU-Edwardsville, presented 
a paper he is currently work-
ing on titled "McFreedom: 
How Women Can Have it 
Their Way: An Income-Lei-
sure Choice Model.n 
As me lights dimmed in 
room 401 of me SSB, Be-
lasen explained his research. 
In his proposed economic 
model, he found that fast 
food restaurants are a positive 
stimulus on the participation 
of women in the labor force, 
These establishments typical-
ly increase me women's par-
ticipatiol!- by 0.01% in met-
ropolitan areas and 0.5S% 
in rural settings, while such 
things as employment rates 
and illiteracy rates create a 
negative force. 
"My hope is co show that 
me growth of the fast food 
industry is actually a positive 
impetus," Belasen said. "As 
the number of fast food res-
taurants increase, we should 
see more women trying co get 
jobs as their famil[ies aren't] 
as dependent on them in me 
kitchen." 
Belasen made it clear mat 
his study does not focus on. 
me possible hiring that could 
result from a fast food restau-
rant opening up, but ramer 
how their presence expands 
the leisure time of women. 
However, as of now, his re-
search is only based off data 
from 2007-200S. He hopes 
that he can acquire me need-
ed money co access additional 
terns, conducts the events 
and says that it provides a 
good platform not only for 
faculty to present their work 
"My hope is to show that 
the growth of the fast 
food industry is actually a 
positive impetus." 
-Ariel Belasen, 
Asst. Professor of Economics and Finance 
SIU-Edwardsville 
data to expand his .te,search. 
Belasen's presentation was 
part of an ongoing research 
seminar series put on by me 
College of Business Admin-
istration at the University of 
lv1issouri-St. Louis. Dinesh 
Mirchandani, UM-St. Louis 
professor of information sys-
: but also for students to get 
a glimpse of me process chat 
goes jUto research. 
"We like faculty to come 
present work to get feedback 
on the paper that they are 
working on so they can col-
lect any potential problems, 
see new areas they can de-
velop so they can publish it 
in jou:rnals, [and] create an 
impact off meir work in soci-
ety," Mirchandani said. 
Mirchandani . also stated 
mat it often takes several 
years to get published in. a 
peer-reviewed journal, and 
meir seminar attempts co 
expedite feedback while also 
creating collaboration and 
friendships. After the pre-
sentation, Belasen received 
a handful of comments and 
suggestions from students 
~d faculty alike. 
Belasen said that the semi:-t 
nars benefit him. "As an assis-
tant professor, I'm really try-
ing to get a good grip on.:. 
. what I want to focus my owp 
learning on," Belasen said. 
"Ic's obviously important for 
students or even other 
. \ 
faculty to' hear new ideas to 
keep current with the field 
to see where things are going. 
Otherwise you are still learn-
ing fr.om your economic text-
book that was probably writ-
ten in me '70s and just been 
updated every year," 
. Mark Bacon, public pol-
icy and economics, senior, 
who attended Friday's event, 
agreed that mese. seminars 
are a good supplement to his 
education. 
"It shows what profes-
sional academic professors 
actually do with meir time.'" 
Bacon said. "1his pin-points 
precise examples of what they 
are doing and not only is it 
educating the people they are 
presenting to, but also mo-
tivates people to do quality 
research." 
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More than ok computer We Eome to e ak s·de 
Helps economic development Reality bleeds into online life 
. -
in St. Louis· Region 
~ JOE SCHAFFNER 
Staff Writer 
St. Louis already has an 
innovative biotech cluster. 
The region supportS major 
companies like Monsanto 
and Danforth Plant Science. 
Science never rests, however, 
and IT Enterprises is looking 
to expand this _ industry by 
working closely with infor-
mation technology· and life 
science research entities. 
ITe is a small business in-
cubator, sponsored by the 
_ Universiry of Missouri-St. 
Louis, located off of Koenig 
Drive near campus. A loom-
ing ne~work of computer 
nodes and servers stands at 
the center of ITe's facility; at-
tracting and reaching our to a 
• bevy of companies looking to 
urilize its capabilities. 
"The high performance 
computing center provides a 
lot of computing power, 'so 
calculations that once took 
weeks can be compressed into 
hours or even minutes 1n a 
duster," ~lilliam Lemon, di-
rector of scientific and com-
puting services at ITe, said. 
- ITe also offers over 6,000 
feet of office and laboratory 
space 10 its tenants. The ca-
' Iindependent Contractors 
· Dependents ancl Students · 
· COBRA.! Alternative 
· Self-Employed' 
· Small Businesses 
paci ty of IT~ to allow such 
cl9se proximity to the com-
purer network is a conve-
nience for businesses lookj.ng . 
- to utilize its computing c;apa- _ 
bilities. 
Mogen~, a genomi~-based 
company, has been _ a tenant 
at ITe since May. <CITe gives 
us a space to ~t our needs, the 
IT c'ompurer center helps us 
because we generate a lot of 
data, and it also gives us our 
own lab," Shaukat Ran.gwala, 
Vice President of 1-1ogene 
_ Research Operations, said. 
ITe also extends its state-
of-the-art research facilities 
to UM-St. Louis students 
looking to research in various 
areas of study, including busi-
ness, chemistry and biolo~. 
ITe _ houses five entrepre-
neurial companies in these 
fields at this time, and while 
these companies may be 
placed under the umbrella 
terms of life science and IT, 
they remain diverse in their 
own right. Companies like 
IT Entrepreneur Network 
even emulate the work of ITe 
in more precise terms. ITEN, 
much· like ITe, is trying to 
build small business and in-
formation -technology. 
This layering of business 
and business networking al-
lows ITe to encompass two 
'newer goals ofUM-St. Louis: 
ouueach and economic de-
velopment. By . providing 
a convenient way for com-
panies to do their technical . 
work, ITe hopes to bri,ng 
more and.more companies to 
St. Louis. 
"We're trying to build the 
ability of the Sr. Louis region 
to do high-tech work," Lem-
on said. 
"IT Entetprises is really 
good for the economic devel-
opment of the region. Two of 
the university's missions are 
accomplished here: economic 
development -and outreach. 
We do both of these with 
an economic development 
posrure. Ouueach activities 
happen when companies 
. .. want to mee( with other 
companies, and the regional 
development council has a lot 
their meetings here," Lemon 
said. 
ITe offers internship op-
portunities for graduate stu-
dents and holds a computer 
enterprising course at the fa-
cility. ITe is uying to organize 
a way to hold more classes at 
the facility, which could pro-
vide students -with a more 
hands-on experience with 
business and life science. 
David Jackson 
314-923-5531 or 80(}-S41·4254 
www.dlavejackson-insurance.com. 
David.Jackson@anthem.Gom 
AntheIll .. 
~ ANDY PHIPPS 
Asst. BusinessfTech Editor 
As those of us who have 
grown up with the Internet 
have aged and matured, so 
too has the Internet. For the 
members of my generation, 
we have seen the Internet go 
from being a novelty to a use-
. ful tool, ultimately becoming 
the driving force behind the 
American economy. All of 
this while creating a virtual 
world that we gradually be-
gan to inhabit as extensions 
of ourselves. 
But as we have come to en-
joy the glmving advances that 
the Internet has given us over 
the years--everything from 
instant messaging to scream-
ing vid~--we have also come 
WE W E R - E 
to see its dark side. For in-
stance, the novelty of being 
able to look up information 
. quickly became tainted early 
on when the pornography 
industry began using it to 
distribute their wares-which 
has added to exploitation 
of women and provided an 
anonymous breeding ground 
for deviants and stalkers. 
The same canbe said about 
the contribution of the Inter-: . 
net to our economy. While 
the dot corn boom of the 
1990s drove an already bull 
market even higher sk-yward, 
it did so on' empty promises. 
By the turn of the century, 
the bubble had burst, turn-
ing nearly a decade's worth 
of economic growth into a 
recession. 
As people who have grown 
up with, seen and partiCI-
pated in the changes that the 
Internet has brought to our 
spciety, we have . looked past 
this dark side arid invested 
ourselves further into a rap-
idly growing digital world. 
Social netv{orking sites 
and the synergy they haye 
created with services like You-
Tube and Flikr has allowed us 
to extend' ourselves into this 
virtual world in an inc.redibly 
interactive way. Many of us 
now broadcast our lives On-
line, sharing the {Iloments of 
our day with friends through 
status updates and reading 
their responses to them. We 
share photos and videos -of 
ourselves while CfltIqUing 
those of others in real time. 
See DARKSIDE, page 8 
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W·ndows 7 may not be what was promised, but it's close enough 
~ ANDY PHIPPS 
Asst. BusinesslTech Editor 
Almost every version of 
the Windows operating sys-
tem Microsoft has ever re-
leased has had its issues out 
of the box, always to the 
bane of its U5ers. For in-
stan~e, early versions 
of windows actually 
wouldn't let you 
keep more. than 
one program 
window open 
at a time. 
W n-
dows 95 
and 98 -
had their 
notorious 
blue screen . 
of death 
where the 
entire screen 
\yould turn 
blue and flash 
a meaningl s 
error mage; 
usually right when 
au were doing some-
thing utterly important 
and it would mean restart-
ing the computer and losing 
everything. 
But perhaps the m ost no-
toriously bug-prone version 
of Windows ever was Win-
dows Vista. 
Released in 2003 to re-
place the venerable Windows 
However, we tend to give 
_ - little thought to the dark 
side of all of this. More often 
than not, we are too caught 
'up in the joys ofH~ing online 
to consider how much we 
are exploiting ourselves. The 
dark side of this new aspect 
of the internet can now be· 
counted not in sit-e hits or 
lost investment dollars but 
in human lives: a teenage 
girl -hangs herself because of 
antagonIzing wall -postS, and . 
killers stalk.people online and 
murder them. 
It seems fitting to me 
XP, early adopters of Vista 
found that their computers 
ran much slower and hard-
ware that worked perfectly 
fine under 
X P 
was 
not recog-
niz~d and did nor work. 
And then there were the 
crashes on top of that. 
Since 2003, Microsoft has 
fought to' fix the problems 
DARKSIDE, from page 7 
that Facebook and MySpace 
have policies to deal with the 
remnants of their members' 
online lives once they have 
departed the physical realm. 
But the fact that they have 
had to do such a thing points · 
-out exactly wh.ere we are in 
our electronic evolution. 
As we come .' to live mote 
online, the onlin.e world be-
. comes more and more a part 
of our actual· reality. If this is 
the case, then the time is soon 
approaching when we will _ 
have to surrender the bound-
aries between our real lives 
in Vista while developing a 
r.eplacement that would run 
faster, be more backwards 
compatible and completely 
modern. The 
result 
was 
\\findows 7) 
which Microsoft - promised 
would be all of these t.kings: 
faster, better and more reli-
able. For their part, consum-
ers answered back by buying 
and our online lives for good. 
We have seen the dark side 
of our society bleed over into 
this virtUal world, and given 
time, along with our further 
. personal investments into our 
. online personas, the dark side 
of our day-to-day lives will 
come along with us into this 
world. 
The In temet is no longer · 
the playground It once was-
-it-has become ~ part of our 
life. At this rate, it could very _ 
weY become our life, and 
-then we must be prepa.red to 
both live and die online. 
234 percent more copies of 
the new operating system in 
its first week of availability 
than they did Vista. 
But how is it really? One 
of The Cu.rre:nt staffers bought 
Windows 7 with the inten-
tion of installing it on a fairly I 
new computer that was run-
-rung Windows XP per-
fectly. But the upgrade 
experience was not 
quite what Micro-
soft had adver-
Of: 
tised. 
The comput-
er Windows 7 
was bought for 
was a newer 
-Asus eeePC 
netbook with 
a 1.6ghz Intel 
Atom proces-
sor, 1 giga-
byte of DDR2 
R.AM a 160-gi-
gabyte hard drive 
and Intel GMA 950 
graphics: The initial 
ins'ral1uion p rompts 
were v ry lean and user 
m endl ) a great upgrade to 
begin with "\-vhen compared 
- with the archaic installation 
processes of earlier versions 
of Windows. 
However, even· on this 
fairly capable, modern com-
puter hardware, the amount 
of time it took to install the 
operating system was stagger-
ing. 
It took about one hour for 
Windows to install, but just 
as the process was about to 
wrap up, the entire project 
took a turn for the worse. 
When the progress was at 
-about 97 percerit the ~om­
puter froze, became unre-
sponsive and displayed a 
Cf}.ptic error message on its 
screen-a scary thing to have 
happen . ""TIen you are in-
stalling the operating sy.o;;tem 
on your computer. After re-
booting the computer, the 
error message repeated itself 
repeatedly and the system 
faiied to boot into anything 
even remotdy resembling a 
graphical int~rface. 
A second attempt at in-
stalling Windows 7 was made 
and this time it wem thf'Ough 
without a hitch. Howe~er, 
once our test user was in the 
new version . of Windows, 
th~r were immediately con-
fronted v-vith a glaring error. 
\X-'hile the new operating 15-
tern n:,cognized the wi-fi card 
in the co m pu ter and even 
shmved ayailable \'lireless net-
".-orks, the user,was unable to 
connect to any of them. 
Phone calls to Microsoft's 
service and support line were 
unhelpful and ultimately, the 
user took their computer to 
J?est Buy for diagnosis. 
The suggestion of the tech-
hicians there was to return the 
recently purchased computer 
and buy' another · com parable -
netbook with Windows 7 
preinstalled on it, which they 
did. So far, tests done on this" 
computer, which has the ex-
act same specifications as 
their previous computer have 
shown Windows 7 to be a vi-
able and dependable succes-
. sor to Windows Vista. So far, 
no progian1s have inexplic-
itly crashed and actually they 
launch much faster than they 
had previously. The taskbar 
and interface has also been 
completely redesigned and 
deaned up. For instance, the 
start menu not only shows 
fecently used programs but 
what files they have opened 
recently. There is also a dedi-
cated button at the bottom 
right end of the taskbar that 
minimizes all windows and 
IdS the user see the desktop. 
Overall, Windows 7 is a 
working replacement to XP-
or Vista. It does run faster 
and so far as we could tell 
-from our usage it is more 
reliable. All of this while ot""-
t~ring some new features in a 
glossier package. 
But, if you are planning on 
upgrading an older computer 
to J;un the new Windows 
it might be wise to -hold on 
tight as you may be in for a 
bumpy ride. . 
From India with love 
Freshman Shweta Galande is 
ranked womenS No. 3 in India 
~ MATTHEW B. HENRY 
Staff Writer 
Golf looks so easy until 
you pick up the club and 
take a swing. Then you find 
out how small not only that 
ball is, bur also how small 
the club head is. 
But Shweta Galande, 
freshman, psychology, 
has mastered that small 
dimpled object with those 
small clubs. She is the 
University of Missouri-St. 
Louis's women's golf pl-ayer 
from New Delhi, India. 
There she was ranked No. 
3 among women golfers in 
a country that has an esti-
mated 1 billion people. 
When asked how the 
ranking system in India is 
compiled, Galande said, 
"We have 10 tournaments 
of which you have to play 
in eight." Six are compulso-
ry and are played in differ-
. by anger. I said I want to 
hit that ball just once," Ga-
lande said. 
She started out being 
coached by her father for a 
year and a half. Then he got 
her a coach who Galande 
said, "Got me my first full 
swing. Before him I was 
only playing with a half 
swing." 
Galande has some very 
cool aspects to her game. 
First, she is ambidextrous. 
"I drive and play the fair-
ways right-handed and putt 
left-handed," Galande said. 
"Information and ar-
ticles about some recent 
victories of Shweta's were 
fornrarded to me by Leon-
ard Trudeo of the Interna-
tional Students Admissions 
Office. It was a stroke of 
luck or faith, however you 
want to look at it. Regard-
less, there is not a happier 
coach in the nation than 
"Shweta's work ethic is 
second-to-none." 
-James Earle, Women's Go'if Head Coach 
ent sections of the country. 
Then two more are chosen 
and after all eight of them 
have been played, the scores 
are averaged. 
\\1hen asked if there was 
an age bracket to her rank-
ing, Galande said, "No. 
Ir could include a woman 
who is 12 or 45 . rm 19." 
"My dad was watching 
golf every day on TV and 
I didn't really know what it 
was. But I would say, 'Oh 
my god it is such a boring 
sport. You're hours behind a 
small ball trying to rut it. I 
can do that," Galande said. 
"I found out it appears 
so simple, so why can't I rut 
it? I was a little motivated 
1," U M-St. Louis women's 
golf coach James Earle said 
",hen asked how he found 
out about Galande, who 
was recently named the 
GLVC's October Women's 
Golfer of the Month. 
As to why Galande 
ended up here, Earle said, 
"UM-St. Louis has an ex-
cellent psychology depart-
ment and acadelnics are a 
very imponant aspect of 
Shweta's decision to attend 
UM-St. Louis." 
"Shweta's work ethic is 
second-to-none. She is only 
going to get better and it's 
my belief that her career in 
golf will not end with col-
ligate golf," Earle said. 
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AHMAD ALJURYYED / THE CURRENT 
Shelby Crawford, sophmore, biology and physical therapy, dives to keep the ball alive during the Tritons win over the Bellarmine 
Knights on Friday. Crawford fjnis~ed with a total of 11 digs, a career-best, and six kills while teammate Liz Cook surpassed the 
1,000 kill mark for her career. 
Tritons triumph over Be larmine, KU 
~ CEDRIC WILLIAMS 
Sports Editor 
The University of Missouri-St. Louis 
women's volleyball team closed out its 
regular season in splendid &shion last 
weekend at the Mark Twain Building, 
with two spectacular wins oyer Great 
Lakes Valley Conference rivals Bellarm-
ine and Northern Kenmcky. 
"I thought that's the best we've played 
in about two and a half weeks," UM-St. 
Louis head volleyball coach Trent Jones 
said. "We worked out some kinks and 
we played really well. I was really happy 
with the way things went." 
The Tritons came into the weekend 
tied for third place in the GLVC with 
NKU ,-.nth identical 19-10 overall and 
9-3 conference records . That me-ant Sat-
Luday's contest would likely break the tie 
and allow one team to claim third place 
over the other. 
But first, both teams needed to be 
victorious in their matches on Friday. 
And they were. NKU defeated Mis-
souri S&T three games to none, and 
UM-St. Louis bested Bellarmine by 
scores of 25-22, 25-14, 25-20. 
That match was delayed nearly 20 
minutes at the outset, as Bellarrnine 
protested the use of strobe lighting by 
UM-St. Louis' sports photography staff. 
It seemed like· a silly thing to protest, 
but Bellarmine claimed to be distracted 
by the lights, and it tOok a while for the 
tearns to settle on a solution. 
Once they did, the Tritons made 
short work of the Knights, who may 
have been a little on edge. They came 
into Friday's contest needing a victory to 
give themselves any shot at making the 
postseason. 
Unfortunately for Bellarmine, they 
were playing the wrong team on the 
wrong night. 
UM-St. Louis grabbed the lead early 
in the first set and never relinquised it. 
From that point on, Bellarmine's only 
other lead came when they won the Erst 
point of the second set. 
"\X:re talked about how a lot of things 
were still undecided going into the week-
end," Jones said. "That's why thi was 
such a big weekend [D r everybod ]." 
It ,"vas also a big weekend for Tri-
tOn hitter Liz Cook, junior, education, 
whose laST kill of the night gave her 
1 ,000 kills for her career, making her 
only the fifth player in UM-St. Loujs 
histOry to reach that mark. 
"Wow, that's such a honor to be only 
the fifth player to do thar," Cook said. 
"My mom's here tonight, and none of us 
knew anything about this. So she was so 
excited when they made the announce-
ment. She was about to lose it. That 
made this really exciting for me." 
On Saturday, Cook was one of rhree 
TritOn play rs to finish with double-
digit kills in a match UM-St. Louis won 
25-17,29-21, 25-23 , 25- 19. She had 12 
kills . 
But it was middJe hitters Sarah Eis-
naugle, senior, art history/graphic de-
sign, and Weslie Gaff, sophomore, ac-
counting, who truly dominated play ar 
the net. 
Eisnaugle had 16 kills and six blocks, 
while Gaff added 15 kills and five blocks 
against an NKU team that is con.sidered 
one of the besr hitting teams in the con-
ference . 
"It was a really good day for both 
middles today,' Jones said. "Sarah 'vas 
. jusr flawless. She did everything great, 
and Weslie has such great instincts and 
timing. They both played great today." 
Being the No. 3 seed means the Tri-
tons will face No. 6 seed Southern In-
diana in the first round of the GLVC 
Championship Tournament on Friday 
afternoon. 
The winner of that contest will ad-
vance to the Saturday's semifinals, with 
hopes of advancing ro Sunday's champi-
onship game. 
"We've got a good shor ro win ir," 
Jones said. "If we can build on what 
we've done these last two nights, I think 
we've got a real good shot to win next 
weekend." 
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Bas etba I opens wit disapointme ts for Triton men, women 
... CEDRIC WILLIAMS 
Sports Editor 
The Univer-
sity of Missouri-St. 
Louis men]s bas-
ketball team finally got a chance to take the 
Boor against an opponent other than them-
selves last iv10nday] when it visited .tYlissouri 
State]s JQH Arena for an exhibition game 
against the Division I Bears. 
Unfortunately, the final outcome didn't 
look as good as the Tritons did in their ne\\' 
uniforms, as lvfissouri State defeated UM-Sr. 
Louis, 86-48 , in what \vas both teams' exhibi-
tion openers. 
"What we're going to use this game for is 
some markers on what we need to work on,'" 
U1v[-St. Louis head basketball coach Chris 
Pilz said. "A big thing we can learn from to-
night is when the Bears were guarding us, they 
were getting after us. We need to get where 
w e' e ao t eight] ten guys getting after it on 
COURTESY / DANNY REISE / UMSL SPORTS INFORMATION 
UM-St. Louis lost 86-48 at Missouri State in its 2009-1 O-exhibition opener Monday in Spring-
field. Zach Redel's (above), undecided, sophomore, debuted for the Tritons. 
defense.n 
Missouri State held UM-St. Louis to 34% 
shooting from the floor and forced 22 rurn-
overs] as it pulled away early in the first half 
th3.L1..ks to separate 14-2 and 17-2 scoring runs. 
who had eight points and six rebounds, and 
Beaumont Beasley, sophomore, undecided, 
who had five pointS and SL'X assists. 
"I thought [Cody Kliethermes] was pretty 
good too," Pilz said. "He gave us a lot better 
play than he was able to give us a year ago .n "This was just a lesson in toughness for 
us]" Pili said. "There were a lot of positives 
for us too. Our kids got to get on a Division I 
floor and play in that atmosphere, but I 'wish 
we \vould've competed a little better and been 
a little tougher." 
UM-St. Louis n "li comer Zach RedeL 
sophomore, undecid d, and a transfer from 
Centra.l Missouri State, was the one bright 
spot tor the Tritons as he scored a game-high 
12 points and added five rebounds in his de-
but. 
Other new players that made their TritOn 
debuts Monday evening were guards AloIlZO 
\Vrickerson, junior] criminal justice; N ico 
Oestbye, freshman, business; Eddie 'White, 
junior, elementary education; and 'forward 
Lance Cannon, freshman, business. It seemed 
that each player had some moments of suc-
cess, while others' play seemed a little frantic. 
"It seemed like the game was a little quiok 
for those guys," Pilz said. 
"I thought Redel was a bright spot too," 
Pilz said. <'He gives us a pI · sence down there, 
rebounding, scoring and defending that block 
that w hayen't had, so that was good.' 
"Doesn't do you any good to have a solid 
big guy if your guards can't settle in and get 
you in an offense, whether it's at the point 
spot or on the wing spots, but we'll be fine. 
This is not indicati'lre of how we'll play the rest 
of the season." Other Tritons had solid efforts as well, in-
cluding Ryan lawrence, junior, criminology, 
omen lose to SlUE in first game 70-58 
.. ANTHONY PADGETI 
Asst. Sports Editor 
\Vith fall coming ro a close 
and winter on the horiron, 
the beginning of a new bas-
ketball season arrives. 
On Saturday, the Uni-
versity of Missouri-St. Louis 
women's basketball team 
took to the road to South-
ern Illinois University of Ed-
wardsville for its first of two 
exhibition games before the 
start of the season. 
On November 13, the 
Tritons will finish their exhi-
bition schedule at Southeast 
Missouri State. 
SlUE was once a mem-
ber of the Division II Great 
Lakes Valley Conference two 
years ago but has reclassified 
to Division 1. 
The Tritons are looking to 
bounce back from last season 
when the team went 7-21 
with a 3-14 Great Lakes Val-
ley Conference record finish-
ing sixth in the league under 
the third-year head coach 
Lisa Curliss-Taylor. The series 
record between the two teams 
is 33-15 with SlUE leading. 
It may have only been an 
exhibition game, but both 
teams played as if it was the 
last game of the season. 
Although the Cougars 
would score first with a tWo 
poimer, the Tritons would 
have a 10-6 lead three min-
utes inro the game, . but the 
COlloUaIS would fight their 
way back, tyingrhe game at 
10. 
Despite the loss for the 
Tritons~ there are several posi-
tive notes. 
UM -St. Louis showed su-
perb movement of the ball on 
the offensive side from one 
side of the court to the other) 
and fTom outside the arc to 
inside the arc. 
Going into halftime, the On some drives, the Tri-
Cougars would retake he- - tobs had as many as ' eight 
lead 33-27 and never let it go. 
The Tritons would decrease 
the Cougar lead by six points 
with 6:20 left in the game, 
but the Cougars would win 
the game by a final of70-58. 
The Tritons made 30% of 
their field goals and 10% of 
their three-point attempts. 
The Cougars on the other 
hand, made 40.9% of their 
field goal shots and 28% of 
their three-point shots. 
Lindsey Ransome, senior, 
communications, led the Tri-
, rons in points with 16 in 25 
minutes of play. 
Ransome also had seven 
blocks) which were all on 
defense, with only Kelcy 
Hulbert, junior, elementary 
education, haVing more re-
bounds for the team with 
four on offense and four on 
defense in 21 minutes of play. 
passes before shooting. 
On the defensive side, the 
TritOns were just as well pre-
pared and motivated keeping 
good cover on the Cougars, 
The Tritons performed 
better in free thrmvs with 20-
29 (69%), while the Cougars 
made 9-16 (56.3%) of their 
free throws. 
On Monday, Nov. 16, 
the season officially starts for 
the team when they will host 
Lindenwood at the Mark 
Twain Building. 
The 2009-2010 season 
will introduce a new format 
for the IS-team GLVC, in 
which the league will be split 
into three divisions. 
This allows for more teams 
to be eligible for the postsea-
son GLVC playoffs. 
See WOMEN, page 12 
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over·t-me upset 
Tritons men's soccer takes it to. the limit 
.. CEDRIC WILLIAMS 
Sports Editor 
Springfidd, Mo.- The 
University of Missouri-St. 
Louis men's soccer teaITl'S 
2009 season ended last Sun-
day when the eighth-seeded 
Tritons lost 1-0 to top-seed-
ed Drury in the fuSt round 
of the Great Lakes Valley · 
Conference .Championship 
Tournament. 
. Despite being picked in. 
August by theGLVC coach-
es' preseason poll to fin- · 
ish lOth in the conference, 
UM -Sr. Louis managed to 
get in to the postseason this 
year. by pulling off the upset 
of the season: a 2-1 win in 
the regular season finale at 
then 12th-ranked Northern 
Kentucky last month. 
The Tritons were hop-
ing to find the same kind of 
magic against an 18--1 Drury 
squad that was ranked No.4 
in the country in last week's 
NCAA Division Ii national 
poll. 
For over · 105 mffiutes, 
UM~St. Louis stayed right 
Wi ~. Drury. The Tritons 
~ged to keep· the Pan- · 
w~:is scoreless d~ite being 
outshot 22-4, thanks to a 
brilliant effort by top defend-
ers Justin Barwick, junior, 
business; Mike McCarthy, 
sophomore, engineering; 
Joe Randazzo, senior, media 
studies; and Ryan Vines, se-
nior, business adrninstration. 
"Our four backs played 
outstanding, " UM-
St. Louis men's soccer 
coach · Dan King said. 
Triton goalkeeper TlID 
Boruff, sophomore, ac-
counting, played all 105.:. 
plus minutes. ·in goal and 
made five saves, including 
a couple of brilliant stops 
on back-to-back chances 
in the 7Ist minute against 
Drury stars Steve Wilcze-
wski and Ben ' Hamilton. 
It look~ like Drury might 
finally break through and 
take the lead on the play, 
but Boruff somehow man-
aged to get his hands on 
Wilczewski's blast and then 
stopped· Hamilton's re-
bound shot, which looked 
like it was surely headed 
for the back of the net. 
The Burry for Drury4 lC!ft. 
them with several players 
out of position and opened 
the door for a UM-St. Louis 
scoring chance. 
The Tritons raced the ball 
up the fidd and were award-
ed a corner kick chance 
when a Drury defender in-
tentionally kicked the bill 
out of play near his own net. 
Andy Schaul, senior, biolo-
gy, LOok the comer kick and 
found teammate McCarthy, 
who managed to put a good 
shot on net, but h!s scoring 
chance was stopped by Drury 
goalkeeper Stephen Conner. 
That was UM-St. Louis' 
only real scoring chance in 
regulation play. 
Neither team could get 
much done in the first over-
time, but both the Tritons 
and the Panmers had golden 
opporrunities to win the 
game in the second overtime. 
In the 102nd minure, 
Drury's Jake Allison had 
a chance the home crowd 
thought he would bury, bur ' 
Boruff once again made the 
stop. 
Then in the 106th min-
ute, UM-Sr. Louis's Paul 
Hummel, senior, liberal 
stUdies, got open and blast-
ed a shot at the Drury net. 
Unfortunately, Hummel's 
shot sailed high and wide. The 
MEN/from page 10 
Tritons' season came crash-
ing down I!l0ments later. 
Drury's Micah Whorton 
took a pass ·from team-
~ate Peter Higgins · and 
slipped a shot past Boruff 
and into the UM-St. Louis 
net for his team-leading 
14th goal of the season, 
ending the Tritons' season. 
"We placed well, we dic-
tated the game," King said. 
"We· did what we wanted. 
We were four minutes from 
penalty kicks with the num-
ber four team in the nation." 
The Tritons finished the sei-
son with a 9-7-2 record, their 
best mark and first postsea-
son appearance since 2006. 
Although disappointed, 
King couldn't help but re-
flect on what really' was a fan-
tastic season for the Tritons. 
"I thought we had a great 
season and we reached some 
of our goals;" King said. "We 
reached the playoffs, and I 
feel we were a fin~ four team. 
I'm so proud of the team." 
The Current's Matthew B. 
Henry and the UM-St. Lou-
is and D,rury sports informa-
tion departments contribut-
ed inllilTIl:-aDon for this story. 
UM-S~·, Loq.1s-Wlll play one more exhibition game, on Saturday, Nov . . 14, at Murray State, before hosting· its season opener 
at the Mark Twain Building, on Wednesday, Nov. 18, against Blackburn College. Tipoff that evening is at 7 p.m. 
. -YM-St. Louis' only other November home game this year, will be on Tuesday, Nov. 24, when the Tritons will ~ostTruman 
State. Tipoff that evening is 6 p.m. ' 
"We'll be ready [-or [the two November home games]," Pilz said. "The best thing about tonight is now we've got some tape 
[of ourselves to r~iew], and the tape machine don~t lie. The thing I'm most positive .about is we've got good kids that will 
listen to you, and ~ork hard on what we say we need to work on." 
WOMEN, from page 10 
The Tdtons will compete in the West Division along with Drury, Missouri S&T, Rockhurst and Maryville. Each -teapl in 
their re~pective division will play the other teams in their divisiori twice, and all other teams in the overall GLVC once for an 
.18 gam~ schedule. . , . 
Dr. Rita Csapo-Sweet, Asso-
ciate Professor of Media Studies 
at the University of Missouri-
St. Louis, has a particular in-
'terest in Eastern European cin-
ema. She is cilrating a Bosnian 
Sidepar for the upcoming St-
Louis International Film Festi-
val between Nov. 12-22, which 
will include director Faruk Sa- -
banovic on campus on Nov. 17. 
The Current: What are the 
films in the Bosnian Sidebar at 
the St. Louis intematio7UJl Film 
_ Rita:: Q a,po:-Sweet: This is 
th~ fust time -i am curating 
a Bosnian Sidebar for the St. 
Louis [International] Film Fes- . 
rival. I have done numerous 
other . ones before-Hungar-
ian, Australian, German-but 
this is th~ first Bosnian one. We 
have a: really exciting line-up of 
films. 
One is a film ~ed "Grbavi-
ca" and the other is a film called 
"Snow." Both of these feature 
film,s won major awards: one in 
Cannes and one in ·Berlin. Then 
also I am going to be showing 
a short live-action film called 
"Ten Ml!tlJ::tes," . wh1s~ is _a~- _ 
ally up on You Tube. . 
:Ut _ Q,the ~ . 
who USed " wo;rl ~ a prqducer 
with "Nfghtline. 
, He went to Bosnia to work 
on a story on the Sarajevo 
Hagaddah, which is a priceless 
Oewish religious] book that has 
existed since about" the 14th 
century. It was hidden during 
the Second World War ... by 
Muslims. 
Edward Serotta, who is the 
director, is showing that film 
and another film called '"Sur_ 
viving in Sarajevo," which 
shows how the Jewish commu-
nity came together to feed and 
take 'care of Catholics, Muslims 
[and] Jews. 
Then we are also going to 
be showing a film by Faruk 
Sabanovic (who is in a wheel-
chair due to the war). He got 
the ~hole Sarajevo University 
rto become wheelchair activists. 
An~ ~ere are a lot of people in . 
Bosnia who have these prob-
lems because of the war. Now 
there are wheelchair lifts at the 
university. And he went on 
the f.I1ake sure the whole city 
of Sarajevo had those curbside 
[cuts] . He is a brilliant anima- . 
. tor. 
TC: What is your connection 
with Eastern Europ~? 
RC: I am from Hungarian 
parents, first-generation Ameri-
can. In fact, my first language 
was Hungarian. When I went 
back to study in Hungary in 
1973, I was at the School of 
Fine Arts, and it completely 
changed my life. I got back my 
first. language, and I realized 
why I was always an odd-one-
out in America. And I kept my 
connection, bom professionally ' 
and socially, with Eastern Eu-
rope and Hungary ever since. 
TC: Why Bosnia? 
RC: Because I already had 
this idea it would be a very good 
thing for children who had left 
Bosnia during the war. A lot of 
people who left were very trau-
matized, particularly children. 
Many of them, 50,000, settled 
in~t. Louis. So_rl.!ere is a huge 
population of Bosnians in St. 
Louis. 
TC: You also helped orga-
nize a student exchange b~tween 
.UM-St. Louis and universities in 
Bosnia. How did all o/this come 
about? . 
RC: 'llis is a project I have 
been working on for about foUI 
years. Joel Glassman [from] the 
Center for International Stud-
ies and I spent a lot of time in . 
Eastern Europe. I have an apart-
ment in Budapest and I work 
out of that. And about three 
years ago at the St. Louis [Inter-
national] Film Festival, I met a 
'director, Almir Sahinovic [who] 
said "you. need to be in touch 
with ... ,Laila Parnerra," [profes-
sor of cinema at University of 
Tuzla.] We starred working on 
a student-faculty exchange and 
cultUral exchar:ges. 
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Dr~ Rita Csapo-Swee -
Prqfessor briI?-gsBosnian films from Cannes to St. Louis 
l 'be UnivLTsity of J'vlissOllri St. Louis 
ch apter of Amn'sty International, a non-
governmental agency widely known for 
staging protL'Sts to I:nd abusl:s of human 
rights throughout the globe, shook the walls 
of UM-St. Louis' Pilot House on Saturday 
with "Rock 4 Darfur." ' 
Stud 'nt activi ts associated with Amnes-
ty International hosted the benefit concert 
for , refugees in Darfur. About 40 students 
'engaged in the evenr which provided cultur-
al food, a speech by an advocate of Sudanese 
rights, and of course, music. 
Volunteers collected five ' dollars at the 
door, and bands "Lucid in Obscurity" and 
"Rhyme or Reason" did their. best to keep 
the mood light with uproarious anthems. 
However, the serious overtones of the night 
lingered through both sets. 
DarJlir is a region of Sudan. The North-
ern and Southern sections of Darfur have 
A first·hand account. 
Eric Ndichu experianced the 
g-enodde in Darfur first.,hand. 
Ndic:hu was attending tbe 
'University of Niarobi when 
the Notthern and Sbutherrr fe-
gions of Darfur were ensaged 
in civil war. He mobilized a 
group of students to travel 
the region and provide relief. 
Ndichu s,poke to theaudienee 
abovt why American 'dtize"s 
shotilld' care about what the 
Bush Admjnis:tratlot11!erm~d 
a genocidE:, despite the fad 
that the violent conflkts are 
happening' on a far ",away , 
continent. 
becn in a state of civil 
cording to BBC news, 
, held a publi election, b 
military coups. 'The 
headed hy Pr sident 0 
power by coup in 1993, 
nized as a military regi 
In 2003, violence up in D arfur. 
Black Afri'"can rebel or . ons, the Suda.:. 
nese Liberation Army (5 and the Justice 
and Equality Movement EM), began at-
tacking the government. C News report-
ed complail)ts of discrim ion 'and neglect 
by their largely Muslim F.~I ' ''U''''''''''U 
President Omar al-B 
a bloody response with' 
ccself-defense militias." e UN estimates 
since 2003', over 300,000 people i'11 Darfur 
have died and 2.7 milli have been dis-
placed. Entire vUlag~s h 
the gr;o.und. To this day, 
sensiti 
"TI 
for to 
died, 
placed 
ence s: 
to get 
Las 
LOUls 
h.elpcc 
Darfu 
"Rock 
not br 
Eri, 
gradu: 
perien 
a poig 
his SP( 
• L~ in. Obscurity. 
Nick ·Purgahn IS the main 
vocalist for the band lILucid 
in Obscurity, It he is seen 
here playing guitar. PUrgahn 
played at the PHot House to· 
show his support for Amnesty 
Intemationars fight to end 
and aid the victims of. geno-
cide'in Darfur. The Darfur 
issue Is horrible, • Purgahn 
said, In the broader scope 
of ho we are as human be-
ings it's frighten in ,it could 
(transfer to other-c:ounllies 
an other continents. "lucid 
. in Obscuri .. als includes 
ark Win ero , nd UM-St. 
Louis alumnus Kris johnson. 
sensitive and often explosive. 
"The issue in D arfur h.as been going on 
for (00 long, hundreds of thousands have 
died, millions of people have b een dis-
placed. . Rachelle Kuhl, senior, po1i~ical sci-
ence said. "We want to raise enough mone} 
to get more acrention for the' situation. 
Last year KHhl, president of the U1v1-St. 
Louis chapter of Amnesty International, 
helped organize a similar event, "Reggae '4 
Darfur." This year ·the event was renamed 
"Rock 4 Darfur" because the group could 
not bring back reggae groups to perform .. 
Eric Ndichu, a Washington University 
graduate student who has had first-hand e:&:-
perience with the situation in Darfur, made 
a poignant connection to Sr. Louis during 
his speech on the marrero 
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JENNIFER MEAH:AN / THE CltRRENT 
Bob Roeseler (left) with acting police chief John Schupp, and Glen Cope, Provost: 
~ STACY BECKENHOlDT 
• Copy Editor 
'·The university is losing a very good 
chief and a very good friend. It's not going 
to be the same ,"vithout him," UM-St. Louis 
patrolman Kevin Worthy said of his boss, 
Chief Bob Roesler. 
. At a gathering last Thursday night, fam-
ily, friends and ' colleagues gathered to pay 
tribute· to Roesler's 14-year career as chief of 
police at UM-~t. Lo~s. 
Over refreshments and cOBversation, 
stories and accolades of Roesler were traded 
as the outgoing chief was given a sendoff . . 
. For Roesler, looking back over his tenure as 
chief reminded him of the transformations 
he has seen UM-St.i{)uis go through. 
"There was a whole lot of building that 
was taking place and there was a renewed 
sense of involvement within the university, 
a renewed commitment to the students that 
was enjoyable," Roesler said. 
But perhaps the biggest change and 
greatest joy for the outgoing cruef was be-
ing active in making the university police 
department a greater part of UM-St. Louis. 
"lnsteadof just providing police services, 
[the officers became] part of the campus 
community, and that is what we always tried 
to accomplish," Roesler said. 
Roesler was insuumental in overseeing 
many changes in the police deparunent dur-
ing his tenure. 
Among mem was making the depart-
ment the first accredited university police 
department in the state. 
Chief Roesler also put emphasis on com-
munity policing. 
"That was one of the things that we re-
ally ,stressed to our officers. We knew that 
we couldn't operate independently," Roesler 
said. - ' 
"He ,has been a huge contribution to the 
campus, bigger than al"lyoody could ever 
and security of the campus, for the wellbe-
ing of the faculty, staff and students," Pro-
vost Glen Cope said. 
"It's been fabulous to work with him and 
I miss him already. But we all want to wish 
him well in his retirement and all the new 
adventures he will be getting into, the trou-
ble the fun-whatever it is." 
"These are going to be big shoes to fill," 
Schupp said. 
Roesler also received several gifts includ-
ing a retirement badge, an ID card, and a 
framed proclamation citing his service with 
a chief's badge and UM-St. Louis police de-
parunent insigni~, whiCh Roesler designed. 
A group of students also presented him with 
gifts on behalf of the student body. 
"I could not have done anything without 
just about everybody in this room. I've never 
had better bosses, I'ye never had better col-
leagues than I have right here an~ I've never 
worked with a group of people who cared so 
much about the students and the commu-
nity than those in this room," Roesler said. 
"I am very sorry to see him, retiring," 
UM-SL Louis Chancellor Thomas George 
said. George said Roesler was the first person 
to greet him when he arrived in St. Louis. 
"He greeted me, picked me up, at the 
airport, it was like 105 degrees outside and 
he just laughed and said, 'Welcome to St. 
Louis!'" George said. 
But others in attendance were looking 
forward to Roesler's retirement. 
His brother, John Roesler, who had come 
down from Cincinnati, Ohio, with his wife 
and son just for the event, was looking for-
ward to spending more time with his young-
er brother. . 
''I'm looking forward to the retirement 
because I'm ten years older than he is, so I xe:" 
tired ten years ago and now we can do things 
A 
COURTESY / UNIVERSAL PICTURES 
Milia Jovovich and Elias Koteas star in Olatunde Osunsanmi's 'The Fourth Kind.' Rated PG-13 for violent/disturbing imag~s, some 
terror, thematic elements and br.ief sexuality. 
Confused 'Fourth Kind'tries to be innovative, but ultimately fails miserably 
, "The Fourth. Kind" is a 
mess of a film that is so ab-
surd, if it had a less oppres-
sively gloomy, . atmosphere 
and maybe a song or two it 
could have CTOSs~ the line 
into the so-bad-that-it's-good 
camp. , 
Paramount seems to be 
trying to market me ' alien 
abduction mpvie in the same 
non-traditional manner that 
has worked for other recent 
horror flicks. "The Fourth 
Kind" is, we are informed, 
based . on "real caSe studies." 
The movie tells the "true" 
story of Abigail Tyler (Milia 
Jovovich), a psychologist in 
Nome, Ala., which is pur-
portedly a hotbed of bizarre 
and unexplained activity. 
Some silly figures regard-
ing the number of times 
the FBI has been there are 
thrown around, as are num-
bers of ' disappearances and 
other such occurrences. 
All of this supposedly 
true information 'is meant 
to prepare us for Dr. Tyler's 
discovery: . Nome is the site 
of widespread and constant 
alien abductions. 
The film's formatting is 
strange. Unique and daring 
is what the filmmakers were 
going for, one t;night suppose. 
The first scene of the movie 
finds actress Milia Jovovich 
stating that she is actress Mil-
Ia Jovovich, a.p.d that she will 
be playing Dr. Tyler. From 
here on th~ film proceeds to 
show scenes via a split-screen 
presentation with the "real" 
foptage . of Dr., Tyler ~d her 
patients on on'e side, and the 
acted version of the scene on 
the right~ usually si.multane-
ously. It is a neat: idea and it 
works, hur it ultimately be-
. comes distracting as is sags 
imder the leaden weight of 
the inllated, melodramatic 
and paranoid script. What ' 
we are left with is style over 
substance and a fundamental ' 
sleight felt when it slowly be-
comes clearer and clearer th-at 
there is no way in hell that 
any of this foorage is real. 
As it stands, the film's most 
successful moments are the 
fleeting truths that Jovovich 
is, incredibly, able to access. 
These truths are strictly 
dramatic, howeve'r, as the 
derailing of the plot becomes 
m'Ore and more ludicrous. 
There are moments of genu-
ine surprise and successful 
, jWnpscenes, but ~ese seem 
to be simply frightening im-
ages used as an excuse to 
build an entire movie. 
For instance, a person 
'screaming and speaking in an 
ancient and dead Sumerian 
language is scary. So what 
does "The Fourth Kind" do? 
Run a super-click flash-cut 
reel of Sumerian tablets with 
a voiceover explaining how 
the tablets depict alien en-
counters that these ancestral 
humans had. The voice-over 
ends with,· to paraphrase, 
"you can find all of this in 
museums." 
After this we are soon 
given a scene in which hyp-
notized patients of Dr. Ty-
ler levitate off of their beds, . 
speak ancient Sumerian ("1 
am... God!"), break their 
backs, and do other such 
things. This film does not 
seem to know whether it 
wants to be an alien' abduc-
tion story, a demonic pos-
session story, or a '«Chariot 
of The Gods" sty,le D-grade 
History Channel production 
about extra-terrestrials build-
ing the pyramids. 
Supporting performers 
also hold their OWn. Let us 
face it, it is hard to make EUas 
Koteas look bad. 
·Will Patton as the Sheriff 
gets exua points for deliver-
ing some ' of the film's most 
laughably absurd lines with· 
utter jaw-clenched convic-
tion. After 'all, in~ film will-
ing to sacrifice basic logic for 
the sake of drama and thrills, 
someone needs to throw in a 
little ~izazz. 0 -Chris Stewart 
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St. louis F-Im Fest 
launches Nov. 12 
.~ CATE MARQUIS 
A&E Editor 
Really serious cinema buffs, the kind not afraid of sub-
. tides and curious about films beyond usual Hollywood fare, 
wait all year for the artnual St. Louis International Film Fes-
tival. 
SLIFF, which runs November 12-22, offers around 100 
films from around the world, narrative features, documen-
taries and shorts, plus directors, actors, retrospectives, spe-
cial events and parties. , 
The film festival debuts Hollywood Oscar-hopefuls, . a 
chance to see them early, but also brings in outstanding, ' 
award-winning films popular at other film festivals a.mund 
the world, like Cannes, Sundance and Toronto--many of 
which otherwise never make it to St. Louis. 
SLIFF is also an official venue for short films to qualify 
, for the Os Cars , 
A full list of the festival's program, along with descrip-
tions of films, special events, venues and ticket information 
is available at presenting organization Cinema St. Louis' 
website www.cinemastlouis.org/fest.html, where you can 
find dates, times and venues for all these films and events. 
The opening night film is an Oscar-hopeful, '~ Edu-
cation," a thought-provoking, first-rate coming-of-age tale ' 
about a 17 -year-old girl, set in the "Mad Men~' early '60s 
era, with actor Peter Saarsgaard, an area native. 
Other big Hollywood films making local debuts this first 
weekend include the George Clooney film shot here earlier 
this year, "Up in the Air," which is getting strong OsCar 
buzz. Director Jason Reitman will attend for Q and A 
"Precious," a remarkable drama about an abused black 
teen mother, with Mo'Nique, Mariah Carey and Lenny 
Kravitz in supporting roles; was all: audience choice winner 
at both Sundance and Toronto that will debut. 
"Youth in Revolt," a comedy starring Michael Cera, Jus-
. tin Long, Ray Liotta and a host other familiar names, also 
bows at the fesr. 
There are plenty of films with Sr. Louis connections. 
The·St. Louis-shot featl.l..fe "Edgar Allen Poe's Ligeia" will; 
at long last, get a local shoyving, and there is a very quirky 
documentary getting a·10t of buzz at other festivals, called 
·"Branson." 
There are more fascinating documentaries on tap. "The 
Gigan'tic World of Epics" looks at epic movie-making. 
A Merry Prankster is the subject of "Saint Misbehavin': . 
The Wavy Gravy Movle," and a legendary lawyer is the sub-
ject of "William Kuntzler: Disturbing the Universe." 
"Against . the Tide" is an outstanding documentary on 
the untold history about a struggle over rescuing European 
Jews before and during WWII. 
There are reuospectives and special events. 
The legendary African American silent film director Os-
car Michaux gets showcased, with a screening of "Within 
Our Gates," Michaux's answer to D.W Griffith's racist 
"Birth of a Nation," with live musical accompaniment, fol-
lowed by a discussion by Michaux biographer Patrick Mc-
Gilligan on the Metropolis, Illinois-born director's work. 
There will also be a concert written to honor Michaux 
that same evening at the Pageant's Halo Bar. 
. . --
-.. 
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CHERA MEYER / THE CURRENT 
Rachael Perkins, nursing, junior (middle) and some of her Delta Zeta Sorority'sisters, waited for 
nearly 45 minutes to meet arid get an autogr?ph from Anjelah Johnson last Wednesday at the 
Touhill Performing Arts Center. 
Sa VI: a ki~der, · gentler 'Saw'· 
Would you be able to sac-
rifice part of yourself to save 
the whole? "What if you could 
save the life of someone who 
had inRicted great pain on 
you? These are the questions 
the characters in "Saw VI" 
must ask themselves. 
Opening shonly before 
Halloween, die-hard fans 
agree that after some disap-
. p6intmems with · the last 
three films, "Saw" has its 
punch back with "Saw VI." 
Some may claim "Saw 
VI" is just 11l0re of the same, 
but the only similarity to the 
previous five films is JigsaW's 
attempt to disinfect the filth 
o( human character through 
the use of ingeniously ho~e­
made contraptions and \vell 
thought-out games. "Saw 
VI" is edgy and gruesome, 
but different from the rypi-
cal slasher film in that the 
victims are 'chosen for com-
mirting inhumane acts upon 
their innocent brethren. 
This time, unwilling par-
ticipants are connected ' to 
one another through a heart-
less health insurance compa-
ny, an obvious finger-wag at 
America's currerit healthcare 
system' .. Employees, denied 
members and surviving rela-
tives are forced to face one 
. 
another and the past or pres-
ent choices that ultimately 
decide the others' fates. 
Opening with the usual 
scene of trapped individuals 
who must fight themselves 
and one another for their 
own 'lives, most viewers will 
miss that the lone woman 
is the "vllner of "Screa.rI:!. 
Queen," the prize for which 
is an.appearance in "Saw VI." 
There is no doubt as m why 
she won as she spends the 
first few rllinutes of the film 
• • screaming and shrieking . in 
determined agony. 
See SAW, page 25 
~ STACY BECKENHOLDT 
Copy Editor 
A&E~ 
when headliner Anjelah Johnson took over the 
stage. In a gray T-shirt, jeans and green te~­
nis shoes, she rudy stood still and used faCIal 
The wildness of his long, curly and dark expressions, body language and ethnic accents 
hair paralleled comedian Lee Camp's energy as to pull together c;leverly 'written jokes. A riny 
he moved around the Touhill Performing Arts Latina with American-Indian heritage, the for-
Center s~age like an ADHD child without mer Raiders cheerleading captain acted and 
medication, and his boisterous voic'e added sang her way through demonstrations of COO1-
fun and excittment to his performance. mon daily occurrences. She showed the audi-
Last ~Tednesday night, the 'University Pro- ence ho\~· men ' from different ethnic groups 
gram Board hosted a free night of laughter for have signatUre ways of hirting on women: 
University of l\1issouri-St. Louis students at black men describe the woman ("Hey, blue 
the Touhill by welcoming comics Lee Camp shirt, whazup?"); Latinos call to women like 
< nd Anjdah Johnson. rheir puppies (insert kiss}' noises here) ; and 
While the enticement of free tickti: ts was white men have their friends do it for them. 
not enough to fill the house, those who took Clearly, iliere were serious Johnson fln~ 
advantage of the break from academic reality . in the a~dience, as cheers and wild clapping 
wer~ not disappointed. followed her announcement that she visits 
The night began at 7:30 p.m. after a brief the nail salon every other week. YouTube fea-
introduction welcoming Lee Camp tache tures several clips of Johnson's standup, arid a 
stage. He opened by saying that ' UMSL" was popular one is a typical visit to the nail salon. 
a fun name to say @nd that it co.uld almost be Even if [hey have never seen the routine, man; ' 
disguised as a burp. female audience members are certain to iden-
Unfortunately, in spite of his energy it tlly with Johnson's struggles to understand her 
seemed that Camp was either tired or still find- Korean manicurist's accent and high-pressure 
iug his stand-up sea legs. At times his delivery sales tactics, which ultimately lead her to pay 
was lacking and unimpressive, and.received more than intended. 
'only mild laughter from the audience. He ac- Johnson's unexpected talent of beat-boxing 
knowledge4 this each ~e by. attempting to garnered cheers from many: impressed attend-
add to his routine by j~king about the bombed ees. She rounded out her one-hour routine 
jok~. with (fabricated) examples of airline flight 
It 'seemed that Camp may have been at- attendants making the preflight safety an-
tempting to find his signature style, which nouncements. She started with the white flight 
quickly became old. Switching gears from attendant who thinks her own jokes are funny, 
excited, active joke-telling, Camp would pull and she followed with the no-nonsense black 
a small notebook from a back pocket of his · . Bight attendant who has a passenger removed 
jeans and "read" a shorr qwp in a dull tone by security for ignoring her presentation. Her 
that sounded as if he was new to rea9-ing. The final act was tl)e Korean manicurist, who tries 
jokes were mosdy clever, but after the second to up-sell the passengers to get manicures. 
time it lost its lus,ter. By the en~ of his 20-min- While not everyone was emertained--one 
ute routine, the audience was reduced to polite man never laughed and another later said he 
laughs for his mini-notebook jokes. disliked the urban jokes-the majority seemed 
A breath of humorous fresh air arrived to have a great time. 
This is It. There's a reason that we cowdn't take our eyes off of him; and it g~ far beyond 
the outward and the physical. Wliat it is, I'm not sure of, but it's something, mdtllis movie 
is full of it. It would have been good enough for the film to not be an:awful lifeless, exploit-
ative mess, but for it to go fat ~nd that carving OUt a unigue, fascinating, st!3llgely mov-
ing place for itself in this world. Sol.ind like ;mybody you know? (flint: Micllael Jackson) 
A- -Chris Stewart. .' . 
Astro . Boy. Update of ~e. 1950's animate4 series that was sedn the far away fUture.year . 
of2000 where, n~y;cai's ijy aIl~ deadb.o~ canbe.replaced by little robOt supe~dren:: 
(vokedby Fre4di~ "Who?" Hi~m()J:e) who are capable of blah blah :.bl;dl. Atlyhow; this 
movie app~p.dy sucks. c- --Chris Sttwart. 
Where. the 
Fatuity shows 
how it's done 
~ CHRIS STEWART 
Asst. Design Editor 
Ie is a pleasure to see any performance at 
the Touhill Performing Arts Center? which 
draws the finest from all areas of the art 
world. It is a particular fascination to see fac-
ulty members performing, a combination of 
seeing them outside of the lecture hall envi-
ronment and getting a peek into their expres-
sive and artistic sides. 
Chamber music pieces in classical music 
are sometimes thought of as the purest of ar-
rangements. With a piano, a percussion in-
strument by category, at the core and strings 
(violins, cellos and any m ixture of the two) 
fleshing out the' sounds, chamber music is 
simple yet potent. A full orchestra may be 
able to achieve melodic mechanics far beyond 
this, bur the simplicity of a chamber arrange-
ment allows it to cur to the heart of the piece 
being performed. 
Tuesday night, rhree music department 
faculty members performed four opuses by 
Felix l\.1endelssohn. Mendelssohn was a Ger-
man composer who accomplished much for 
the romantic era of classical music in his brief 
thirty-eight years of life. 
MICHELLE KAUFMAN / THE CURRENT 
The Faculty Chamber Music Concert, presented by the UM-St. Louis Department of Music, at the 
Touhill Tuesday, November 3, in the Lee Theater. Here Yuly Ilyashov, violin, Natasha Rubinstein, 
violoncello, Alia Voskoboynikova, piano, perform the Piano Trio No.1 in d minor, Op. 49. 
This accomplishment was matched by 
those of Yuly llyashov, Natasha Rubinstein 
and Alia Voskoboynikova on the violin, cdlo 
Over the course of the evening, the three \vithout Words" and "Piano Trio No.1 in D 
Uni, ersil)' of Missouri-St. Louis music in- 1Y1inor." 
suuctors performed Mendelssohn's "Sonata 
and piano respectively. in F Major," "Sonata 2 in D Major," "'Songs See FACULTY, page 25 
Films, art show help to remember fall of Be lin a 
~ CATE MARQUIS 
A&E Editor 
<'It was twenty years ago (0-
da" begins the old Beades song 
but in this case, it is the 20th an-
niversary of the fall of th Ber-
Iin \Vall, a symbol of the Cold 
War whose fallon Nov. 9, 1989, 
marked the end of that era. 
University of Missouri-St. 
Louis' German Culture Center 
is hosting a free series of Berlin 
\:(Tall 20th anniversary events on 
campus. 
It starred with a documentary 
film "Freedom Without Walls" 
and discussion on Ocr. 29, and 
the opening on Nov. 1 of Gallery 
Visio's "!konen," or "Icons of a 
Border Installation," a photo ex-
hibit on a search for traces of the 
Berlin Wall, which runs rhrough 
Nov. 19. There was a concert, 
"Berlin in lvfusic," by arrists-in-
residence Manna String Quartet 
on November 8 at the lC. Pen-
ney AuditOrium. 
On Monday, Nov. 9, there is 
a whole series of events to mark 
the actual anniversary. There is 
another screening of "Freedom 
without Walls" ,vith an opening 
progranl at 10 a.m. in the ].C. 
Penney Conference Center, and a 
"Symbolic Opening of the Wall" 
at noon near the State Senator 
Wayne Goode statue outside 
the Millennium Student Cen-
rer. 
At 7 p.m., the keynote talk 
"Be Careful What You Pray for: 
The Search for Unity to United 
Germany," will be given by Dr. 
Joyce 1vlushaben, professor of po-
litical science at Ul\1-St. Louis in 
Century Room C of the 1vlSC. 
Mushaben was one of the 
only expertS on East Germany 
'who was present in Washington 
D. C. when the Berlin Wall fell in 
1989. Now she is a Professor of 
Comparative Politics, a Research 
Fellow in the Center for Interna-
tional Studies, and former Direc-
tor of the Institute for Women's 
& Gender Studies at UM-St. 
Louis. She teaches European 
politics-among other topics-
and research interests include 
new social movements and youth 
protest, German unification and 
identities as well as the European 
Uillen and public policy. 
"Berlin in Film" is a film series 
that runs Nov. 12, 16 and 18 in 
the Museum Room of the Hon-
ors College. All films will screen 
at 7 p.m. 
The series starts with "Berlin 
Schonhauser Corner" (1 957) on 
Nov. 12, one of the most signifi-
cant films made in the German 
Democracy Republic or GDR, 
as East Germany was officially 
named, It focuses on disaffected 
youth in a once-fabled neighbor-
hood. On Nov. 16, the 1998 film 
Sonnenallee (Sun Alley) takes a 
nostalgic look back at the former 
East Germany and its people and 
culture. 
The last film, on Nov. 16, 
is "Rhythm Is It!" a 2004 film 
about the Berlin Philharmonic 
Orchestra's educational outreach 
to some low-income kids in Ber-
lin. 
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SWEET JAMS 
This week's top 5 iTunes 
downloads as reviewed by 
The Current's Chris Stewart 
1 'Firefly' Owl City 
Iyell really I'oV€--5 his ...... ~ .... 
gal, and damnit fre's 
gonna tell us acrout 
it FortuoGt,ely we are 
appy to hear any-
t Ing not by I City. A haJmle% hip-.pop 
tribu e to the special love shared bet een iii 
mart and hi shawry who, as Lt just so hap-
pens, is like a r lelody. 
A sugar-fluff marsh-
mallowy saccharine 
sticky icky bubble-
9um concoction 
d omed to be soon 
forgotten about until five years fmm now 
when you stumble upon th~ 3 a.m. conl-
mercial for a three-disk conection of 1/ songs 
to nod your tread like yeah to." S 19.99. 
Here's wha you G.an 
do rth.an autotune, 
a copy oIl/The Z~rr of 
GaGa u a d a bottle 
af Jack- -Which she 
informs us-sue t(se-s to brash her teeth (no 
Jie). KeSha (prcmounteU "daddy i$sues") 
has the motal compass of (harle Bukowski 
and < e po~ sensrbiliW of a hyena.· _ 
-~ ., 
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'Iko en' (ommemorates 
Gallery Visio hosts exhibit on Berlin Wall 
.. ANTHONY PADGEIT 
A5st. Sports Editor 
For over 40 years the Cold \Xlar dominated 
not only the U.S. foreign policy, but much of 
the world's as well. The threat of a nuclear war 
between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. concerned 
the entire world. In 1989 the world joined 
together in a sigh of relief as the Berlin Wall 
began to come down. 
Gallery Visio, located inside the MSC by 
the Pilot House, opened a new exhibit called 
"Ikonen Einer Grenzanlage" last Friday. The 
title is German for "Icons of a Border Instal-
lation." The exhibition will remain at Gallery 
Visio until Nov. 16. "Ikonen" commemorates 
the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin 
Wall. 
The photo exhibit is one of a host of events 
on campus to mark the anniversary on Nov. 
9. A list of events is available at http://web. 
me.com/germanculturecenter/Berlin_ Wall_ 
Events/Home.html. 
The wall was a symbol of the separation 
between east and west and with its fall came 
the first step toward the end of the Cold War. 
The U.S.S.R. was under the new leadership 
of Mikhail Gorbachey, whose nev,,' policies 
of perestroika (reconstruction) and glasnost 
(openness) loosened the Soviet's grip on 
their satellite countries in astern Europe just 
enough for them to break free. The U.S.S.R 
would collapse in 1991 and bring an end to 
the Cold \,\'ar. 
In 1961 the Berlin Wall began construc-
tion due to over 2.6 million Eastern Germans 
Heeing to the west between the years of 1949 
to 1961. For over 28 years the Berlin Wall 
separated East Germany from West Germany. 
The exhibit has 15 separate panels with 
photo montages comparing the past and 
present of the Berlin Wall in Germany. The 
project came to fruition when 36 students at 
the University of Paderborn in Germany, un-
der the guidance of the late Professor Barbara 
Becker and photOgrapher J urgen Spiler, set 
out ro find remnants of the Berlin Wall. 
Thesrudents looked at old photos of the 
Berlin Wall, retraced where the phoros \-vere 
taken and compared it ro the modern day 
landscape. The contrast between the old pho-
ros and the modern landscape is quite surpris-
STUDENTS- GET YOUR $25 RUSH 1lClETS AT THE BOX OffI&E 2 HRS BEfORE SHO~ 
Umit 2 tickets per student ID. Valid on orchestra rear corners & lower balcony. 
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Larry Marsh, Coordinator of The German Culture Center explains photographs taken before, dur-
ing, and after the fall of the Berlin Wall. Many gathered last Friday to view the photographic art 
on display until Nov. 19 dedicated to the 20th anniversary of the tall of the Berlin Wall. 
ing. 
One panel of photos shows the Berlin Wall 
blocking all access between east and west, 
while the modern phoro shows business as 
usual: The wall has been removed and busy 
traffic has replaced it. A different panel shows 
a young child walking past a remnant of the 
forbidding wall with no idea of the East and 
West German separation mat existed during 
the Cold War. Anomer panel lists over thirty 
adjectives for me wall wim all the different 
materials used in making walls. 
Several panels showed the effects of west-
ernization. Artificially flavored donuts from 
an American chain of stores appear unappe-
tizing and unnatural in one photo. A separate 
photo shows a giant Motorola cell phone ad-
vertisement on the side of a building. 
1 
CITYlIGHTSCHURCH COM fOR DIRECTIONS & MORE INFO 
Illegalizing what's legal 
-Smoking ban: .is misguided 
While it's no big secret 
that smoking can harm your 
health, the ban that St.louis 
County yoted on and ap-
proved Tuesday is misgUided. 
Thanks to the voters of St. 
Louis County it will become 
harder for smokers to light up 
in most pubuc places in both 
the county and the city. 
For a non-smoker, this . 
means clearer, fresher air in 
their favorIte public place. 
For a smoker, it means freez-
ing outside in the wintertime, 
only ro receive dirty looks a:nd 
fake coughs from passersby. 
However, even non-smokers 
~ agree that the wa - the 
ban, or Proposition N, is be-
ing executed is 'wong. 
First, less ' than 20 percent 
of eligible voters voted last 
Tuesday, and only t\ o-thirds 
of those ho did f. ored the 
. smoking ban----:-that means 
that greater than 80 percent 
Df the population of eligible ' 
voters in St. Louis County 
and City hdd their smoking 
rights decided on by a minor-
iti of the population. Be that 
as it may at leas·c St. Louis 
County resideo.ts were ~ble to 
yote on thei r smoking rights; 
although Sr. lDuis City \vjll 
have to adhere to the ban, 
city residents did nor VOte. 
Instead, the city's Board of 
Aldermen passed the ban 
contingent on the county re-
sults. > 
The reason? Smoking in 
public places causes a public 
health concern. Sec nd-hand 
smoke ,kills right? ~ctuall 
there are studies, nor ' well 
publicized by the government 
or anti-smoking campaigns, 
\ hich show the effects of 
secondhand smoke to be 
st;uisticaU' irrelevant. How-
ragic soot- g 
Tragedy ' shook om na-
tion once ~o-a.in last Thursday 
when a gunman opened fire 
on the Fort Hood military 
base in Texas. The alleged 
shooter has been identified as 
Major Nadal tvfalik Hasan, a 
ucensed psychiatrist for the 
Unite;d States Army. Authori-
ties say Hasan opened fire on 
the military processing center 
killing 13 and wounding 30 
others. 
Hasan, who was shot four 
times by police officer Kim-
berly Munley, survived the 
exchange,- and is currently 
one of the twO dozen hos-
pitalized in Brooke Army 
Medical Center. Authorities 
described his condition as 
"'stable," and investigators are 
currently waiting to speak to 
the comatose alleged gunman 
who is under heavy guarl 
In mass shootings like 
this, the gunman often com-
mits suicide, or is shot dead 
by responding officers on the 
scene. Since Hasan survived 
the massacre, we may get an 
anSViTer to the one question 
we always want to know after 
cragic events like this: Why? 
Since FBI investigator-s 
raided the alleged gwlman's 
home, they found out, from 
neighbors that he passed out 
copies ~{the Quran just hours 
before the shooting. His fam-
ily members have spoken up 
saying that he was a "cahn" 
person and was taunted for 
his beliefs after the terror-
ever, there are studies that say 
precisely the opposite. Either 
way, if the smoking ban was 
really brought to Sc Louis to 
save the lives of non-smokers, 
why will it still allow people 
to smoke in some "drinkino-
establishments" (those deriv-
ing less than 2? percent of 
their re renue from food) and 
most importantly, «casino 
gaming areas?" 
We venture to guess one 
reason is be~au.se the Board 
of Aldermen, 1vlayor Francis 
Slay, and the r t of the 
Louis go ern.ment, did nor 
\vaIlt to ha e to deal with . 
.the lucrative casin o indu rrys 
steadfast lobb fisrs. nl" ftU-
natel) that is not th cas f; r 
smaller sm king tablish-
ments in St. Louis. 
In th e tough economic 
times, an m me at will 
harm small businesses such as 
FortHoo 
ist attacks of September 11, 
200!. Colleagues who knew 
the American-born citizen of 
Palestinian decem say that he 
was often very vocal abou this 
opposition of the war on ter-
ror. News commentators and 
bloggers alike have weighed 
in on possible motives for the 
shooting, often suggesting 
. that the motives for the at-
tacks rnirro!ed those respon-
sible fm: the September 11 
attacks on the World Trade 
Center. Others have specu-
lated that he had a mental 
breakdown. 
At this point, no one 
knows anything. Hasan is 
still comatose, the story is 
still deydoping, and the only 
thing we have to go on is 
• 
• 
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Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Editorial Board: 
Jessica Keil • Matthew Hill • Anna Marie Curran • Andy Phipps • Gene Doyel 
Anthony Padgett • Sequita Bean" (ate Marquis • Andrew Seal 
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toba co hop and .bowling 
alli is a poor de ision. The 
almost-20 per nt of oters 
who 'd vote re hort igh r-
ed, to say th ieasr. 
read of a blank t ban 
on bar and r rauram the 
owner of ea should b 
a lode ide whether their 
estahlishm m will be smoke-
fre r nor in ord [ t 1 ase 
their cl ientele. If you are a 
non-smoker who frequents a 
bar where smoking is allowed 
and it bothers you, tough. 
Find a new place to go that 
does not allow smoking. If 
enough peopl top frequent-
ing a place b cause ir all . ws 
smoking, the pIa e ~j ll either 
ban smokino ' or go bank-
ru t. Th t s capitalism . 
No matter if you di. like 
th mell of smoke, it d es 
not make the act of smoking 
illegal. JUSt because smokers 
o watches the 
speculation. Hasan, .... vho has 
worked for the United States 
Ivfili(ary since 1997, was just 
promoted :m major in May 
of this year. So why would a 
psychiatrist whose job is (0 
evaluate soldiers with behav-
ioral health problems open 
fire on his colleagues? We are 
not suggesting Hasan had a 
mental problem of his own, 
bur his psychological state 
should be examined, especial-
ly since he was a psychiatrist. 
, Perhaps his rationality 
slowly began (0 sl.ip after en-
during the alleged "taunting" 
after the September 11 at-
tacks, or maybe something 
else happened that caused 
him to "snap." Regardless 
of the case, we at The Cur-
rent believe that all therapists 
should have (0 be evaluated 
by other therapist in order 
to continue practicing. Who 
i~ watching the watchers? 
We are often under the im-
pression that therapists are 
the "normal" ones in society 
and have all the answers, bur 
we call only hope this tragic 
event sheds light on the need 
of mandatory therapy for the 
therapist. 
Therapists deal with a lot. 
They have to work with cli-
ents of various mental states, 
and often have to witness 
first-hand accounts of their 
patients' experiences. It can 
be difficult to leave those 
heavy issues at work and re-
turn home every evening to 
ann oy you, i..: not enough 
reason to start taking away 
their rights. 
Stopping the p read of 
se ond-hand smoke may 
se m noble at fi r t glance, 
but the way St. Lou is is doing 
it is limiting both personal 
fr edoms and ~arming mall 
l m ess own s ho cannm 
afford I bb. istS 0 get them 
onto the lit "exemptions" 
portion of Propo ition N . 
a chers' 
continue life normally. 111at 
is why we feel therapists 
should see other therapists to 
. make sure they are effectively 
separating work from normal 
life. 
Do we' believe therapy is 
the only answer? No, but we 
can only speculate that this 
tragedy could have been pre-
vented if Major Hasan had 
someone "in his head" who 
could have seen this coming 
and gotten him help. 
Months before the shoot-
ing Hasall co-chaired a panel 
at the American Psychiat-
ric Association's convention 
entitled "Medical Issues for 
Psychiatrists in Disasters." 
Perhaps that ~as his first cry 
for help. 
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vVhat you should know about OPEC, starting with what OPEC is 
couple of weeks, to affect 
the consumer's wallet at the 
pump. 
The price of crude oil is 
based on the total amount 
of world barrel production. 
The higher the production 
rate, the cheaper the cost. 
The other major factor of 
pricing crude oil is trans-
portation costs: 
The oil must be trans-
ported very carefully to 
The price of gas hit a ne'~ avoid any spills or accidents, 
high point for 2009 last Therefore the closer the oil 
week: is to home, the cheaper the 
According to the Depart- cost will be to transp0rt it, 
ment of Energy, the price is and in turn the cheaper it 
up nearly 30 cems fro~ this will be at the pump, 
. time last year. The increased price of 
This is an outrage. It is . crude oil certainly explains 
November, and it is no se- ' why we are paying so much 
cret that gas is supposed to for gas at the moment, but 
be getting cheaper as we get it does not tell us why crude 
further from summer in the oil prices fluctuate so much. 
calendar year. Some people think that it 
Gas prices are maxing is the Organization of the 
out because last month, the Petroleum Exporting Coun-
price of crude oil rose about tries (OPEC) charging us 
$10 per. barrel in just two whatever they want because 
weeks, causing it to reach its they are greedy, money-hun-
peal\: for 2009. gry monsters. 
The fluctuations in crude However, this statement 
oil prices usually take a may have been truer in the 
past than it is today. 
In 1973, the Yo~ Kip-
pur War began as an attack 
by Egypt and Syria on IsraeL 
The war only lasted six days, 
but the effects would be felt 
for years to come. 
The Arab Oil Embargo 
was imposed on countries 
that supported Israel dur-
ing this time (the U;S. in-
cluded), which resulted in 
a 400 percent price increase 
on barrels of oiL 
The price remained rela-
tively stable for the next 
decade and was the cause of 
the high gas prices and the 
global recession of the late 
1970s. 
This proved to the world 
just how much control 
OPEC had over the price of 
crude oil: Ali they have to do 
is slow production rates and 
the price skyrockets. 
Consequently, the rest of 
the world began exploring 
new methods to reduce the 
dependence on crude oil: 
The global dependence was 
decreased by new technol-
ogy, such as improved in-
sulation in homes and cars 
that could '-achie~e higher 
miles per gallon, and by 
non-OPEC on-producing 
nations increasing their pro-
duction rates. 
In addition, recent dis-
coveries of large deposi ts of 
oil in places such as Alaska, 
the North Sea, Canada, and 
the Gulf of Mexico have 
helped to diminish OPEC's 
power to control the crude 
oil price. 
Today OPEC still con-
trols about 66 percent of the 
world's oil reserves, so when 
they decrease production we 
can still feel the economic 
damages here at home, 
though not quite as much as 
we did in the past. 
The best way to reduce 
oil dependence is alternative 
energy, but until then here's 
to hoping we can discover 
more oil deposits and de-
crease OPEC's power over. 
the crude oil market along 
with its percentage of oil re-' 
serves, 
It is sai.d that knowing is 
half the battle. If that is so, ' 
why does my wallet still hurt 
,so much whenever Uill up? 
The History Channel's . 
worrisolme sensationalis'l11 
There was a time when 
would watch the History 
Chand and feel like I had 
learned something and like I 
had watched something with 
a little meat. 
I counted on the channel 
as an antidote for the Buff 
and the opportunistic fads 
that were piggybacking off of 
other av;Ulable television pro-
gramming. 
Sadly, suddenly and 
strangely, the History Chan-
nel is no longer an option. I 
first noticed it in 2003 when 
"Pirates of The Caribbean" 
hit theaters and became an 
enormous success. 
While I doubt this was the 
first time such a thing had 
happened, it amused me to 
see the History Chanel. rush 
out a "Real Caribbean Pi-
rates" special . 
Not only did I find it dis-
tasteful to see the channel 
desperate. to capitalize on the 
film's success, but the pro-
gram -.;yas also shoddy, rushed 
and seemed to only be inter-
ested in sensationalism. Since 
men, there has been a stream ' 
of similar programs airing. 
Among others, I recall a 
similarly sloppy "The Real 
300 Spartans" airing soon 
after the film "300" was re-
leased. I wish that these few 
projects were my only com-
praint with the once venera-
ble channel, but they are not. 
My biggest iss~e with the 
channel's recent program-
ming is that it has slipped 
into a weird obsession with 
the apocalypse, the Bermuda 
triangle, paranormal activity, 
and general sensationalism. 
I cannot help ' but imag-
ine a board room . meeting 
in which th.e powers that be 
decided that specials on Win-
, ston Churchill's life or th.e ex-
, ploits of the Dutch East India 
Company simply" were not 
sexy enou~h. What people 
want are monsters, myster-
ies, intensity, and large scale 
destructlon. 
fu a result, 10 of th~ last 
watched the channel, I have 
seen specials on Nostrada-
mus, the Mayan predictions 
for the year 2012, or The 
Devil's Triangle. Although 
they could all be argued wor-
thy topics, the programming 
again feels rushed and trite. 
Detailed research is 
pushed aside for shocks, 
which are conveniently saved 
for the end of the program 
and teased at commercial 
breaks, reminiscent ' of when 
an entertainment news pro': 
gram announces its "shock-
ing new footage that yo~ 
won't believe coming up later 
in the hour." 
There is still quality pro-
gramming on the channeL 
One recent example worth 
acknowledgifl:g is "Locked 
Up Abroad" which,althDugh 
certainly 'revolved around 
somewhat exploitative mate-
rial, is nonetheless very well 
put together, riveting and in-
formative. 
However, even a solid 
program like this is not the 
. History Channel that I used 
. to know: A World War II 
obsessed (which was okay, 
because it .is" true "history, 
and was always in-depth) ha-
ven where a person could go 
without any reminder of the 
~(edgy content" obsessed era 
we currently live in. 
It is" hard' to escape into 
the endlessly fascinating and 
romantic expanses of history • 
when all too often the chan-
nel is airing blatant attempts 
to capitalize on oUf "taste for 
- sensationalism wd destruc-
dozen o-r ' so ' times I have tion 
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Clai"ms of victory from both sides of the aisle, as ground .is gained and . lost 
host Joe Scarborough, he a report card before the 2010 da, he still has the support of Democratic gubernatorial ffian . Scozzfava, a moderate 
struck the pose of the Heis- mid-term elections of wheth- a majority of Americans. candidate Creigh Deeds waS Republican . who supported 
man Trophy, an award given: er or not President Obama Republican victories in a virrual UnknOwi1 running gay rights and the right to 
yearly to college football's and his party's electoral dorn- New Jersey and Virginia for an open seat. In addition, choose, actually dropped out 
It was a humorous Sight 
to see Republican National . 
Committee chairman Mi-
chael Steele impersonate a 
bronze football player. Steele 
almost always cuts a humor-
ous figure on Tv, but his 
appearance on MSNBC's 
"Morning Joe" after the No-
vember 3rd elections was 
incredible. While talking to 
\V'e all know our country 
IS in dire straits right now. 
However, I am not taJ.k4lg 
about the economy, or the 
wars, or any of those terrible 
and scary things you see on 
the news. 
What is scary · about the 
"People are being killed 
because they are Christians 
and they are black. We are 
talking about 400,000 peo-· 
pIe. 
That's1ike the entire popu-
lation of St. LOUIS. 
Just close your eyes and 
imagine the entirety of St. 
Louis being wiped out by a 
government bomb," Ndichu 
most outstanding player. inance was holding up. can actUally be chalked up his lackluster campaign was of the race when the GOP 
Perhaps more humorous When Republicans won to lackluster Democratic out-fundraised by his Repub- decided to back the ultra-
was the fact that Steele called the gubnatorial races, many candidates in those states. lican opponant. conservative Hoffman over 
GOP victories in New Jer- in the media followed Steele's In New Jel'Sey for instance, I think that, ultimately, her. O\vens · ultimately won 
sey ap.d Virginia "huge" after lead and began inferring that Democratic incumbent Jon the lesson of thes.e elections · the race with 49% of the vote 
Republicans reclaimed two President Obama and the Corune provides a wonder- is that if you are a bad pub- and became the first Demo- . 
democratic governorships in Democratic agenda were los- ful example. Corzine had ap- lie servent, or are percei~ed as crat to hold the seat since the 
states that President Obama ing support among voters, proval rates 40% and lower being unfit for the office you 1850s. 
had last year. but the ~edia and Steele are almost the entire time he was are running · for, voters will What this race shows us . 
This, before going on to missing th.e reality here. governor. not vote for you--no matter may be the real lesson t6 be 
laud himself and his fresh For starters, Obama has His tenure was defined what your party affiliation. learned from last week's elec-
leadership of the Republi- a 52% job-approval raqrig by failed leadership, such as But if ther~ is a lesson to be tions, one that Michael Steele 
can party, and questioning nationwide. Though trepida- when the New Je~sey state found in the results of the should not be happy with. It 
whether . Democratic domi- dons over health care reform, government was shutdown November 3rd ~lections, it shows us that the GOP is still 
nance was coming to an end. the escalating situation in after Corzine failed to work ~ be found in New York's- fractured and that as long as 
This was a fitting ending Mghanistan--and the frag- constructively -.vith a Dem- 23rd Congressional district. it refuses to give more mod-
to what had been somewhat mentation these two issues in ocratic-controlled state leg- This was a three-way erate leaders like Scozzfava 
close scrutiny of iliese elec- particular has caused among islamre. When a budget was . race between Democrat Bill a seat at the table, th'~y will 
tions by the media. Many elected Democratic officials-- not passed on deadline, the Owens, Republican Diedre continue to margnalize them-
media oudets had said that could be seen as counterpro-- government of New Je.rsey Scozzfava and Conservative selves. And this, ultimately, 
these elections would serve as ductive to his exec~tive agen- \vas shut down. In Virginia,. Party candidate Doug Hoff- may still be their downfall. 
Dear politicians: the internet is not a series of tubes 
future is that this great na-
tion of ours is · being led by 
the technological equivalent 
of cavemen. 
The world is evolving, even 
as you read this. Social media 
<like Facebook and Twitter 
are connecting greater and 
greater numbers of people ev-
. ery day. There is no question 
that social media technology 
is the future of interaction. 
Unfortunately for Ameri-
ca, politicians did not get the 
memo, or the "tweet" for that 
matter. 
While the average teenager 
spends more time online than 
they do studying or reading 
books, America's politicians 
are s~ck back in prehistoric 
times. 
said. 
N dichu was attending the 
University of Nairobi when 
the Northern and Southern 
regions of the Sudan .were en-
gaged in heated civil war. 
He mobilized a group of 
six students to travel through 
the Sudan and volunteer as 
teachers and help with war 
relief. 
They migh t as well be 
sending smoke signals or 
scratching pictograms Onto 
their office walls. 
Take Rep'ublican (for-
mer) senatOr Ted Stevens, for 
example. 111 is 86-year-old 
thinks the Interl1et is "not 
a big truck," but a "series of 
tubes." 
Not only that, but he also 
said: "Ten movies streaming 
across that, that Internet, and 
what happens to your own 
personal Internet? Just the 
other day .. , an Internet was 
sent by my Staff at 10 o'clock, 
in the morning on Friday. I 
got it yesterday [Tuesday]." 
Someone on his staff sent 
. him an Internet? No wonder 
it took so long to get there. 
Best part of · this story? 
The octogenarian used to · be 
the chairman of the Uruted 
States Senate Committee 
on Commerce, Science and 
Transportation-the com-
mittee in charge of regulating 
the Internet. 
Next up, we have John 
McCain, a self-confessed 
technology moron. ·uI'm an 
illiterate who has to rely on 
my wife for all of the assis-
'tance that I can get," he said 
in a 2008 interview. 
John McCain was 72' in 
2008. His wife was 54. I do 
not think that it is too 'far of 
a stretch to say that there is a 
pretty good reason he is tech-
nologically illiterate. 
I am not being ageist. 
DARFUR, from page 15 
"~y bother? It is a 
counay way out there. Why 
bother?" Ndichu said of the 
conflict. 
This deals with a question 
. echoed by some Americans. 
«Well, this is genocide. It has 
happened in 2008 and it is 
happening 'today." . 
The issue, as N dimu de.: 
scribed it, is a global concern. 
Aside from the African 
Union, which hopes to bring 
peace to the Sudan region, 
the United States andChiha 
are . key components to its 
resolution. 
Both remain in opposition 
regarding the conflict. 
"The U.S. has played a big 
role in relief dforts and orga- . 
ruzing a peace agreement be-
Older or younger, there are 
a great deaJ of politicians in 
our goverrunent who do not 
understand technology. 
That is also not to say that 
all politici,lllS are technologi-
cally backwar.ds. 
During the 2008 election, 
Obarna \\:as pretty much sur-
gically attached to his Black-
Berry.Go ahead, do a Google 
image search for "Obama" 
and "blackberry." 
The point is, America, is 
that these men and women 
are dictating. policy for the 
common Internet user. 
For the most part, they 
have no idea how the Inter-
net really works, no idea of 
the magnitude of. what the 
Internet service providers are 
tween the North and South, 
so there is a lot of hope," 
Ndichu said. 
"But China remains a big 
player in the Sudan conflict. 
It mines a lot of oil from 
the Sudan, and gives arms in 
exchaiIge." 
Events like "Rock 4 Dar-
fur" _ are one way to raise 
money for awareness and 
trying to do by discouraging 
Net Neutrality, and they have 
no idea how the shortsight-
edness of their actions could 
impact the future. 
These politicians are mak-
ing groundbreaking decisions 
that will greatly affect the In-
ternet for years and years to 
corne. Take, for example, the 
issue of Net Neutrality: One 
day, if the ISPs have their 
way, you· would have to pay 
to access certain websites. 
It is not necessarily.a poU-
tician's job to know about 
technology-but it is our job 
to call them on that lack of 
knowledge. We need more 
politicians who know tech-
nology, or are' at least willing 
to learn. 
refugees in Sudan. 
There are a number of or-
ganiiations 'that help directly 
wit;h Darfur as well. 
The St. LOUIS Save Darfur 
Coalition and Amnesty In-
ternational in particular are 
continuing to influence leg-
islation, _ and appreci'ate any 
and ' all help to further their 
cause. 
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SCIENCE COLUMN 
Conservation foru sheds light n 
local env·ro menta issues 
Every fall, the Whitney R. 
,Harris World Ecology Center 
at University of Missouri-St. 
Louis presents the Conser-
vation Forum, an annual 
conference built around a 
crucial topic for conserva-
tion, and usually one that has 
broad impact on our world. 
Past Conservation Forums 
have focused on the Mis-
souri Ozark Forest Ecosystem 
Project (MOFEP), biofuels 
and ecological sustainabiliry, 
floodplains in conservation 
and the development and 
preservation of the Galapagos 
Islands. 
The topic this year is food, 
specifically sustainable agri-
culture, and it promises some 
delicious discussions. 
The 2009 Conservation 
Forum "Sustainable Agricul-
ture: From Field to Market" 
is set for Thursday, Nov. 12 
at the St. Louis Zoo's liv-
ing World. Registration and 
viewir:tg of exhibits begins at 
5:30 p.m. and the program 
begins at 6 p.m. 
The event is free and open 
to the public, but registration 
required. The Harris World 
Ecology . Center has the de-
tails at hnp:/ /www.urns!. 
edu/ -- biology/hwec/ about/ 
events.honl, where you can 
also download a flyer for the 
event. 
The Conservation Forum 
is one of four major pub-
lic events the Harris World 
Ecology Center sponsors 
throughout the year. 
The Harris World Ecol-
ogy Cen~er is a collaborative 
effort by UM-St. Louis, the 
Missouri' Botanical Garden 
and' the St. Louis . Zoo to 
provide research support for 
graduate students in inter-
national ecology studies. The 
Center's executive director is 
Dr. Patrick Osborne. 
F<?od is always an interest-
ing topic, but agriculture has 
an enormous impact on con- . 
servatioJ?. 
lQe "green revolution 
that boosted production 
with high-yield crops, pesti~ 
cides, chemical fertilizers and 
monoculture of crops has had 
an impact on the world that 
has expanded with growing 
populations and globaliza-
tion. 
Now there is an increasing 
interest in organic growing, 
with "locavores," "slow food" 
and local growers changing 
the trend from bigger farms 
to smaller ones. The Conser-
vation Forum takes a practi-,. 
cal approach to look at the 
multiple sides of the topic. 
In past Conservatiun Fo-
rums, the program has bro-
ken down like this: The first 
half-hour is for registrations 
and viewing of exhibits. This 
is follO\'\ed by concurrent 
workshops or breakout sec-
tions. 
There is theh followed by 
a light dinner, and another 
chance to view exhibits and 
posters. The event is capped 
by keynote speeches. 
This year, the program 
opens with a choice of break-
out sessions: Mark Lehen-
bauer, a farmer from Han-
nibal, Mo. speaking about 
"Environment, Conservation 
and Agriculture," or former 
St. Louis restaUrateur turned 
local foods purveyor and ad-
vocate A:ndy Ayers, whose 
speech is titled "Local food = 
good politics and good eat.u;,', 
too!" 
There will be a dinner 
break, and a light dinner will . 
be provided for pre-regis-
trants within the space lim-
its of the cafeteria. The main 
program begins at 7:30 p.m. 
Speakers and topies in-
elude: Dr. Robert Marquis, 
scientific director of the 
Harris World Ecology Cen-
ter, who will speak on ''Ag-
riculrural sus rain ability:The 
complexity of the issues," Dr. 
Doug Landis, Department 
of Entomology at Michigan 
State University, \Yho will 
spC'ak on "Biodiversity and 
sustainable agriculture: Har-
vesting ecosystem services 
from agriculmrallandscapes," 
and Dr. 1t1any Matlock, asso-
ciate professor of the Applied 
Sustainability Center ·at l.~ni­
vetsity of Arkansas, who will 
speak on ".tv1easures, metries 
and indices of sustainability." 
The forum is qlpped off 
by a panel discussion CLFrom . 
Field to Marker." Panelists I 
are Fred Luckey, the execu-
tive vice president of Bunge 
North America, Dr. Marry 
Matlock, associate professor 
of' the Applied Susrainabil-
ity Center at University of 
Arkansas, and Rick Tolman, 
CEO of the National Corn 
Growers Association. 
The Conservation Forum 
offers a tantalizing opportu-
nity to learn about. the many 
issues of grov..ring "food, in-
cluding finding a sustainable 
balance between maintaining 
a healthy planet and growing 
enough healthy food. 
Since everyone eats, we are 
all involved in this one. 
FASHION COLUMN 
Fashion! 
St. Lou~s styles that you never knew 
St. Louis is not typically 
the place where designers, 
models, photographers, and 
makeup artists run to "make 
it" in the fashion industry 
That place has always been 
• reserved for New York City;' 
the fashion capital of the 
United States, and more re-
cently Los Angeles. 
We are tucked neatly in 
the cenrer of the &0 fash-
ion capitals, and we are 
overshadowed by Chicago, 
who is moving quickly up 
the fashion notoriety ladder, 
and disregarded next to the 
cool country fashion scene 
progn:;ssing in Memphis. 
Nevertheless, that does 
not mean we cannot hold 
our own fashionable candle 
to our Midwestern and 
Southern counterparts. 
Like them, we have a 
fashion week every fall and 
spring, and like them, we 
have hundreds of boutiques 
unique to our ciry. 
However, what Chicago 
and Memphis do not have 
are bragging rights to four 
fashion heavyweights mak-
ing moves around the globe. 
, I find it particularly coot 
that even after all of her 
success~ 17 -year-:-o1d Karlie 
Kloss still resides in St. lou-
is. She can be seen stomping 
the runwaYs of Marc Jacobs, 
Chanel, Gucci, and Nina 
Ricci, just to name a few. 
She has also graced the cover 
of Teen Vogue a.p.d scored 
a modeliI).g contract with 
NEXT Model Management 
last year. 
Endorsement deals keep 
piling up for the teen, who is 
known for her swayed run-
way walk and stoic poses, 
bur she manages to do it all 
between' classes at Webster 
Groves High School. • 
Another St. Louis native 
making wave.." in the indus-
try is 16-year-old model, 
singer and actress Taylor 
Mbmsen. 
She can be seen every 
Monday at 9 p.m. on "Gos_ 
sip Girl bur this statuesque 
rocker is also signed with-
IMG Models and has a re-
cord deal with Interscope 
with her band The Pretty St. Louis fashion scene are 
Reckless. no stranger to S'hUnsuit de-
That is a far cry from her signer Lori Coult~r. 
University City upbringing. I hrst saw her work "last 
Ne.n we have the model- March at St. Louis Fashion 
turned-mogul's wi fe-turn ed- Week, and I remember be-
mogul Kimora Lee Sim- ing in awe when I saw her 
mons. who everyone loves collection of bathing suits 
to hate. cascade d0"':"ll the runway. 
The hating starred back I thought, "Where did she 
at Lutheran North High (a ~ome up with this?' 
stone's throw from Univer- I was particularly blown 
sity of Missouri-St. Louis) away by her finale piece: 
where kids teased the bi- a bathing suit that upon 
racial teen, calling her a first glance resembled a ball 
"chinky giraffe." gown, bur the end pait was 
Her ,classmates even removed to reveal a bathing 
keyed her BMw, which she suit. 
bought after returning to Unlike her hometown 
school from Paris fashion counterparts, Coulter lives, 
week during her s.enior year. works, and runs her busi-
Ouch! Simmons has had the ness our of St. Louis, and is 
_ last laugh though, raking not planning o.n leaving any 
in close to a billion dollars rime soon. 
a year with her successful Her flagship store is in 
clothing line Baby Phat. the University City Loop, 
She also has her own but you will also find Coul-
Barbie doll, a reality show, • ter's designs at department 
a book, and is the creative store giant Macy's. 
director of Ph at Fashions. Even though the afore-
Although some might con- mentioned fashionistas 
sider her over-the-top and wear St. Louis on their la-
egotistical . personality a bit pels, Coulter is living proof 
much to handle, let's give that fashion success can be 
hercredk£or being a fashion ' achieved at home. 
icon. See St. Louis, we are fash-
Those familiar with the ionable after all. 
Love our new fashion column? Want rnore of it? 
Let us know at www.thecurrentonline.com 
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your announce-
ments, including legal: announcements, wedding announcements, lost & found items, and 
much more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today! 
200 TRANS P ORTATION 
Your classified ad here'! The Current"is happy to offer classified ads for all your transporta-
tion needs, including ads selling cars, trucks, vans, campers, boats, trailers, motorcycles and 
more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today! 
300 EMPLOYMENT 
Your dassified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your employment 
needs, including,help wanted, sales positions, office positions. internships, child care wanted, 
and much more. Call314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your 
ad today! 
4 bdr, 2 1/2 bth, 2 car garage beautiful home for sale at 4004 Roland, Pasade-
na Hills, see on the web http://www.cbgu[ldaker.com/searchfadvanced/detail.jsp?mls_ 
> num=90045234&type=res or call 314-226-5655 
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your selling 
needs, including textbooks, clothes, pets, computers and much more! If you need to sell it, sell 
it here! Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl,edu to place your ad today! 
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising 
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring, 
and much more. (all 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad 
Normandy Apartments: Walking distance from UMSL 
1" Bedroom $435.00 
2 Bedroom $505.00 
Spacious floor plans fon-site laundry facilitie.s 
Call Penny @ 314-276-5923 or email atpenny.craWford@greystonepartners.com 
Maryland Apartments: 
Beautiful floor plans " 
Studio $499.00 (Special rate) 
1 Bedroom Loft $799.00 (Special rate) 
Call Penny @ 314-276-5923 or email atpenny.crawford@greystonepartners.com 
Your classified ad"here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising 
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, sid(ng, cleaning, tutoring, 
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu toplace your ad 
today! 
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Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Oth~r rates vary. To 
place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less), your name, and student 
or employee number to thecurrent@umsl.edu, or call 516-5316. 
Event: African Night _ . 
~ost: African King of comedy Michael Blackson 
Date: Wednesday, Nov. 11th 2009 
Time: 7pm - 11 pm 
Venue: JcPenney Buildihg 
Admission Fee: Early ticket purchase $8.00 per ticket & $10.00 @'the door ... Children under 3 
are FREE!!!!!!!!! 
Cultural diversity is perhaps the most important part of social understanding, the primary goal of 
Pan African Association is to enable students of African descent and otherwise, to interactively 
explore all aspects of African culture. Africa Night will include enlightening exchange of culturally 
relevant information and ideas, the night will also include a delicious array of ethnic food, an excit-
ing display of African fashion, a thrilling showcase of music, dancers and much more. Come on out 
and celebrate with us. 
Trivia Night to benefit the Sisters of the Good Shepherd, 
Saturday, November 14th, 7 p,m. (doors open at 6 p.m.) 
St. Ann Church, 7530 Natural Bridge (half mile east of UMSL) 
$15 per person or $150 table of ten 
Cash prizes, giveaways, beer, soda arld snacks included 
Contact: Pat Williams 314-381-0120 
Your classffied ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for most anything at 
all. If your classified doesn't fit into the above categories, simply request an ad in the Miscel-
laneous Section. Some restrictions may apply. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl. 
edu to place your ad today! 
The opening F major 
opus was a triumphant piece 
indicative of the youthful 
i\1endelssohn's romanticism 
and his love for me works of 
lohan ebastian Bach. The 
final movement of the opus, 
a passage in assai vivace, ,"vas 
the evening's most resound-
ing moment. 
The Touhill's smaller Lee 
Theater was packed, unchar-
acteristically full for such 
an" event. Chamber music 
is lovely but it tends not to 
While some fans may· 
watch to satisfy their twisted 
desires for all things disgust-
ing, the heart of these mov-' 
ies is in forcing the charac-
ters and the audience to face 
their faults. One can argue 
that John (Tobin Bell), who" 
is dubbed Jigs~w for the sig-
nature puZzle-piece· cutout 
he leaves on the skin of some 
\jccims, is a serial killer, but 
he claims nothing less than 
emotional andJ or physiCal 
tonure will cure the evildoers 
FACULTY, from page 19 
draw the same crowds as a 
student play or visiting co-
median. The house,· however, 
was full Tuesday night, and 
the crowd "tas appreciative 
and attentive. , 
Violinist Ilyashov is odgi-
nally from Minsk and pia-
nist Voskoboynikova is na-
tive to Ukraine, while cellist 
Rubenstein hails from Nev,,-
Jersey. UM-St. Louis has a 
knack for drawing excep-
tional music-department 
members from other states 
SAW, from page ·18 
and countries. Most recently, 
a group of four siblings who 
also happen to form a string 
quartet transferred to our 
campus together. 
It i.s dit£cult and even bit-
tersweet to consider what 
Nlenddssohn might have 
accomplished if he had !i,'ed 
longer, but with such talent-
packed performances as the 
faculty chamber music con-
cert, what he did accomplish 
in life will continue to be re-
membered an~ expressed. 
of their affiictions. Like Dex- geries here) to delve deeper 
ter in the· popular. televi.sion into the lives of nearly every-
series of the same. name, Jig- one. About half of the Ulovfe 
saw lives by a code and care- is- devoted to tying up loose 
fully selects his victims. - ends between past and pres-
"Sa~~ has been creep-.· ent ~hile focusil).g on John's 
ing closer to blandness with . widow Jill (BetSy Russell) and 
a been-there-done-that- 'Hoffman (Costas Mandylor), 
but-let ~s-do.-it-bigg'er-and- the forensic specialist. 
bloodier goal, similar to far The director seems- to 
too many movies ' these days have found a comfortable 
("Hostel," "Hatchet," "Ja-
son vs Freddie") but it has 
-significantly pulled back (no 
five-minute-long brain sur-
pace without sacrificing what 
makes the Saw series. one of 
the best in its genre. B+ -Sta-
cy Beckenholdt 
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WI~~OOlF ~~rNit)WfQ) by Matthew Hill 
House del110crats that voted 
against t he health care bill 
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OO~ by Gene Doyel 
This week's rating: 
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ACROSS 
1. Tennessee., District s: 
8. North CaroUna, District S. 
13 Florida, District 23. 
14, Tennessee, District 4. 
16. Idaho, District 1. 
18. South Dakota. 
20. Georgia, District 12. 
Zl . Minnesota, District 7. 
22. Alabama, District 5. 
23. Arkansas District 4. 
25. Pennsylvania, District 7 
27. Alabama, District7 
28. Ohio, District. 16 
31. louisiana, District 3 
32. New Mexico, District 2 
34. Mississippi, District 1 
36. Tennessee, District 6 
)/. Oklahoma, District 2 
38. Mississippi, District 4 
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back next week 
o ns to 5 doku! 
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DOWN 
2. North Carolina, District 11. 
3. New York, District 13. 
4. Florida, District 2. 
5. Pennsvlvania, District 7. 
6. New York, District 29. 
7. Utah, District 2. 
9. Missouri District 4. . 
10. Texas, District 17 
11. Kentucky District 6. 
12 New Jersey, District 3. 
15. North Carolina, District 7. 
17. Maryland. District 1. 
18. New York, District 20. 
19. Alabama, District 2. 
24. Colorado, District 4. 
26. Georgia, District 8. 
29. Virginia, District 9. 
30. Washington. District 2. 
33. Virginia, District 2. 
35. Ohio. District 10. 
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The true nature of a relationship 
that has been troubling you late-
ly will become dear this week. 
Even if the situation is not w.hat . 
you expected, given time and ef-
fort, things could turn out well. 
,., T/l.URUS -
I { """oJ ·(ADRft. 21. 4 r-.1AV 21) . 
You'll be presented with a much 
- needed opportunity to r;:eevalu-
ate the things-tllat you feel tied 
to in lite. If anything seems un-
necessary, now is the time to get 
rid of that dutter. 
GEMINI 
(MAY 22 - JUNE 21) 
If you 've been a bit isolated from 
friends and family lately, this 
week is a good time to change 
that. Make plans to do some-
thing fun with someone you 
haven't seen in a while. 
JULY 22)-
This week brings a few unpleas- • 
ant but very necessary tasks that 
excuses won't get you out of. 
luckily, once you've gotten those 
chores out of ~he way, you can 
spend the weekend relaxing. 
You may find yourseJf holding 
some unpopular opinions this 
week. Don't be afraid to stand 
up for yourself. You've got more 
people on your side than you 
may think. 
A friend or acquaintance may 
t~rn out not to be who you 
thought they were. Don't hesi-
tate to end a relationship that 
doesn't seerh to be in your inter-
esK You'll thank yourself later. 
-
LIBRA 
(SEPT. 24 - OCT. 23) 
If you're feeling stressed it may 
be a good idea to take a break 
from your everyday routine. Per- -
haps you couId shake things up 
. with a spontaneous day trip to 1 
some~here you've never been. 
,.. SCORPIO 
,-. _~ (OCT. 24 - NQI •• 22) . 
Now is a good time to try and I 
ereak ,a. bad habit. If y~u make 
a commitment now you re more 
likely to .sfi's;:k to it. Ask friends or 
family. for their support and in-
spiration. 
You may be feeling more restless 
than usual these days. Definitely 
follow your urge to chan g-e, but _ 
don't be rash or overzealous: 
You don't need to completely 
overhaul your lITe. 
CAPRICORN 
J ( D EC. 23 - JAN . 20) 
Don't rely too much on a friend 
or family member to he.lp -you 
out this week. It's not that they 
don't care, but they have their 
own problems. See what you can 
do to make their life easier. 
AQUARIUS 
(~AN. 21 - FEB. 19) 
Stop comparing yourself to 
those around you if it's making 
you miserable. Learn to be happy 
with what you have, and to im-
- - prove yourse.lf for your own sake, 
not to impress others. 
ISCES 
._ ..... ~F_EB_. 20 - MARCH 20) 
Lately you've b~en worrying too 
much about little things. This 
week, instead of fretting over 
tiny details, try to appredate the 
things in your life that are going 
just as you intended. 
Find the original meaning of the message below. 
Each letter sbown stands for -another letter. Break the 
code for the letter A, you will have all of the A's in the 
message, and so on. (Hint: Z=I) . 
... CE C RBOQ GO, Z HCAO SBZlO ZJ 
HXOQMBlE 
"liX FZJ OZJ FOBDZJOB! " 
The first student, faculty or staff member to bring the 
solution (along with who said it) to 
The Currenfs office -will receive a free Current T-shirt! 
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RA~DOM MINDS by Jeffrey Grossman 
CAN YOU DRAW THIS WEL'L? 
- (OJ' better?'.) 
Apply to be a Current cartoonist! 
," 
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Monday, Nov. 9 
Making It Weird Matthew ,Eck, assistant professor of English at Central Missouri Stat€ Uni-
versity and author of The Farther Shore, reads from his new work and gives a lecrure on craft 
Located in 222 J.c. Penney Conference Center, from 12:15 PM to 1 :15 PM. For more informa-
tion contact Karen Lucas at 314-516-5699. 
Research Papers without Tears What you need to know about citing sources, in your text 
and at the end of your paper. How to introduce quotes, when to do block quotes, etc. Located 
at SSB 215 from 12:30 PM to 1 :00 PM. For more info contact David Linzee at (314) 516-5950, 
- -
Tuesday, Nov. 10 
Employee WelJness Fair UMSL employees can recei e health saeenings, seasonal flu shots, 
and information from exhibitors. Located in the Century Rooms 'Of the Sc, from 10:00 A to 
2:00 PM~ For more information contact Jaime Capiui at 31 4-516':4001. 
UPS:Video Game Tour UPB is bringing you the Video Game tour, Come compete against your 
frienCfs in Roc~ Bandr DJ Hero, Halo and Madden. It's open to every one, so make sure to stop 
by when you get out of class! .Located at the Benton Hall, Room 241, from 11 :00 AM to 3 :00 
PM. For more info contact Darren Nesbitt at 31 4-516-5531. 
Wednesday, Nov. 11 
US Army ROTC Informational Table Army ROTC cadets will be setting up a table in the MSC 
in order to give interested students information about the opportunities available to them in 
Army ROTC. These opportunities includE; but are not limited to: scholarshipsr summer training 
events, and the ability to commission as an officer inthe US Army upon graduation. The cadets 
will be there from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM. For more info contact Michael Bruns at 636-577-0285. 
Dancing Heads! Come create Q music video anywhere and in any way through the amazing 
Dancing Heads. Come experience the fun special effects and gD home with your very own mu-
sic video on OVD. This is free and open to all students. Brought to you by the UPB. Located ill 
the Nosh, from 11 :00 AM to 2:00 PM. For more info contact Darren at 314-516-5531. 
African Night This event will be hosted by Michael Blackson "The African King Of Comedy." 
It costs $8 before the show and $10 at the gate. Come and experience with us our culture, 
food, art, music and learn' more about Africa as a whole. Brought to you by the Pan-African As-
sociation. Located in the JC Penney Building, from 7:00 PM to 11 :00 PM. For more info contact 
Elizabeth Ayo-Vaughan at 314-420-3927. -
Thursday, Nov. 12 
UPB Theater: Transfromers Revenge of the Fallen We are bringing the summer blockbuster 
right to you for free before it is released any where else! UPB will have popcorn avai,lable and 
we will be raffling off an Optimus Prime Talking Helmet to people who attend the movie. Come 
enjoy! Located in 222J.C. Penney Conference Center, from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM. For more infor-' 
mation contact Darren at 314-516-5 531. -
Friday, Nov. 13 
Service Project Friday: Rake-A-Thon Help out some of our elderly friends in the neigbor-
hood in the UMSL area clean up their lawns! Breakfast and lunch will be'provided. Be sure to 
register in advance, so we have enough rakes! Located at t~e Newman Center on 820.0 Natural 
Bridge, from 8:00AM to 3:00 PM. For more information contactLiz Detwjler at 314-385-3455. 
lunch and learn about Academic Service~tearning Learn the nuts and bolts of integrating 
service-learning into a course and begin drafting a service-learning component you will use 
in a future course. Please register. Located inMSC- Century A, from 12:30 PM to 2:00 PM. For 
more information contact Peggy Cohen at 314-516-4508. 
I 
Your weekly calendar of campus events. "What's Current" is a 
free service for student organizations. Dea'dline for sobmissions is 
5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. First-£ome, first-served. 
Listings may be edited for length and style. E-mail event listings to 
thecurrent@umsl.edu with the subject "What's Current." No·phone 
submissions. AI/listings use 516 prefixes unless noted. -
AHMAD ALJURVYED / THE CURRENT 
University Orchestra, with Conductor James Richards performed classic pieces such as Mozart's 
"Adagio and Fugue", Beethoven's "Symphony No.3" at Touhill's Lee Theater Thursday, Nov. 5. 
Saturday, Nov. 14 
UPS Experience STl: Pyro Party The University Program Board wants to take YOU! on our 
2nd trip to the University City loop for a pyro party. Come practice live art making through heat 
and metal. Create custom crafts, art work, and jewlery! Takes place at the Craft Alliance (U:city , 
. Loop) from 7 PM - 10 Pfv1 Come up to the office or call 314-516-5531 to sign up! 
Read more event listings online at www.thecurrentonline.com 
